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Abstract
Visually based control, accumulation and assistance systems are presented as an
effective environment for teleoperation. We developed the Bilateral Behavior Media
(BBM) paradigm and implemented systems which offer a status driven interface,
collection of sampled control behavior, and operator assistance.

The paradigm

emphasizes a human-intuitive visual specification of task completion states without
resorting to image understanding, modeling or extensive calibration.

Visually based

teleoperation has been effectively applied in a variety of microworld tasks where an
operator’s past experience in the macroworld is not applicable to the physics and scenario
experienced in the microworld. Experiments of manipulating individual biological cells
and microworld assembly have shown the success of the visually based BBM paradigm.
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1. Introduction
Teleoperated robots are indispensable in environments where humans cannot perform
direct manipulation. In dangerous or distant locations or in the microworld, humans must
manipulate the environment through a remotely controlled mechanism.

Although

teleoperation techniques have been extensively researched and developed, human
operators still experience problems in accomplishing tasks when working through
machines. Improving the teleoperating worker’s situation is our underlying theme.
Recent work in visually based control methods has laid the foundation for advanced
and robust master slave teleoperation. [1, 2, 3, 4] The visually based control methods offer
1) a more intuitive human machine interface, 2) allow for much simpler and economical
control algorithms and 3) are amenable to a hypermedia structured description of the
control sequence.
Previous

generation

teleoperation

control

methods

such

as

“joint-angle

correspondence” or “generalized coordinate transform” techniques can offer very good
response times or be used with automated control techniques. However, there are also
several significant limitations. For example, joint-angle techniques require that the master
and slave arms must be of identical mechanical configurations or autonomous control by
the robot is not possible. Likewise, for generalized coordinate transform techniques,
inclusion of external sensing information such as video or adaptation to dynamic
environments has proven to be difficult.
With many teleoperation control systems, sensors have been appended to the system,
but not form an integral part of the control system . Visual sensors, such as cameras, have
been utilized in order to improve the human's understanding of the scene and to have the
human control the remote environment. However, we contend that the teleoperation
control method itself should be fundamentally rooted in sensing and in particular visual
sensing in order to be effective in real world teleoperation applications.
We have developed the Bilateral Behavior Media (BBM) paradigm based upon
explicit visual communication between human operators and their teleoperated tools. The
bilateral behavior media paradigm comprises three areas (see Figure 1):
1. Status Driven control: A control methodology for visually specifying tasks and
visually controlling machines.
2. Behavior Sampling: A data representation and extraction method for accumulation
of status driven visually based interactions between humans and tools.
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3. Status on Demand: Functions for assisting and supporting humans through visual
mechanisms. Capabilities include visually navigated “redo” or “undo” based upon
past behavior sampled visual-control sequences.
Together the three areas encompass the notion of bilateral expression of behavior between
humans and machines through a multiplicity of visual media.

Camera

Teleoperator

Manipulator

Status Driven
Status on
Demand

BBM

Behavior
Sampling

MPEG-4 File

Figure 1. Bilateral Behavior Media

1.1 Application Areas
In this document we describe the implementation of the Status Driven Micro Handling
system (SD-MHS) and a complete Bilateral Behavior Media system combined with a cell
handling system (BBM-CHS). Although applicable in any teleoperation domain, we have
concentrated our application of BBM techniques to teleoperation in the microworld. The
microworld offers a challenging teleoperation environment because many of the
experiences of physical property manifestations that humans have acquired in the
macroworld are not applicable in the microworld. For example, the magnitude of adhesive
forces is relatively much stronger than gravitational forces in the microworld. Objects are
more likely to "stick" to the manipulator than to "fall" due to gravity.

1.1.1 MicroWorld Manipulation
The generalized microworld manipulation applications concentrate on demonstrating
typical manipulations necessary for microworld manufacturing or assembly. One class of
manipulations involve placement and insertion which terminate with object contact.
(Figure 2) A second class of manipulations are applicable for coating, painting, and
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related surface treatments. These are the surface following manipulations that require the
teleoperator to set the general course of motion for a micro-part, but rely on the system to
enforce surface distance and orientation constraints. (Figure 3) The Status Driven Micro
Handling System (SD-MHS) was developed to demonstrate these micrometer scaled
applications.

Figure 2. Micro-peg in hole application

Figure 3. Applicator following hilly terrain

1.1.2 Cell Handling
Another application of BBM teleoperation techniques is cell handling in the biological
world. Recent studies of aging and high fat diets have focused on analyzing Mato
fluorescent granular perithelial (FGP) cells [5]. New techniques to analyze individual
cells require the isolation of each cell by removing the tissue surrounding the cell. Figure
4 shows a visually based manipulator with a two micrometer wide scraper made of glass.
The manipulator scrapes the undesired tissue from around the Mato FGP cell in
preparation for its removal. A micro-pipette is often used for the cell removal. (Figure 5)
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Figure 4. Cell manipulation environment.

Figure 5. Cell removal using micro pipette

1.2 Document Organization
There are several approaches to reading this document. The approaches depend on the
class of information the reader desires to glean from this document. Figure 6 is useful for
navigating through the document.
For those familiar with teleoperation who are interested in the original theoretical
developments in bilateral behavior media should digest chapters 4, 5, and 6.
From a practical or implementation viewpoint, one could proceed directly to chapters 7
and 8. Unfamiliar terms are cross referenced in the Index which will point to the term
introduction and description in the theoretical and development chapters 4, 5, and 6.
Chapter 2 discusses the motivation and influences for this research project including
the chronological events and inspiration. Chapter 3 (and Annex E) reviews material in the
fields that comprise visual object based teleoperation.
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The details of the three main components of the BBM paradigm: status driven control,
behavior media, and status on demand are developed in chapters 4, 5, and 6 respectively.
In chapters 7 and 8, we return to the two applications that were introduced in section
1.1 and describe the systems developed to execute those applications. Chapter 7 focuses
on the Status Driven Micro Handling Systems (BS-MHS) developed for the microworld
manipulations. Chapter 8 describes the Bilateral Behavior Media Cell handling System
(BBM-CHS) developed to manipulate individual biological cells. Chapters 7 and 8 also
include experiments that demonstrate the merit and utility of the systems for these
applications.
Chapter 9 draws some conclusions on the present work and suggests future work.
Annex A describes the various components of the software that were developed for the
systems. Annex B contains the text from the original project proposal in August 1995.
Annex C contains an abstract of the present work written in Japanese.
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Chapter 1
Introduction &
Organization

Theoretical Development

Chapter 4
Status
Driven

Chapter 5
Behavior
Sampling
- Bottom-Up syntatical
extraction

Chapter 6
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Systems Development
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Cell Application
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Conclusions,
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Figure 6. Organization of this thesis
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2. Motivation & Cell Application
2.1 Initial Inspiration
My work in this area began in the Summer 1995 with the initial proposal for Bilateral
Behavior Media as part of the entrance requirements for the University of Tokyo. (See
Annex B for the text of the original proposal.) At the time, the concepts of a system
observing the behavior of a human through his use of tools and the system changing its
behavior to assist the human had been described, but the specific area of application had
not been selected although several described..
Several application areas were subsequently examined: micro-soldering, disk drive
head assembly, watch component manipulation, and the conceptual manipulation of the
MHS. The original development of Status Driven teleoperation had been carried out with
MHS. In due time, the CHS hardware developed by Miyoshi-san in our lab was
considered to be useful for demonstrating BBM techniques.
MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 techniques were considered early in the project, however the
MPEG-4 standard and the associated MPEG-4 demonstration tools were relatively
immature and unstable until 1997. While MPEG-2 was available and could be used for
video compression, it’s format for storing inter-frame data would make it difficult to
provide a structured visual navigation method. Instead, an early version of the MPEG-4
demonstration tools were used because they provided most of the needed functionality
required. The most important functionality being the individual access of video objects.

2.2 MPEG-4 Influences
The overall Behavior Sampling process of extracting and structuring the visual and
control information is illustrated in Figure 7. Raw video and control data were to be
processed in order to extract visual objects. That information was to be further rarefied to
contain only relevant information of status.

The interaction between the object

composition capabilities of MPEG-4 and the primary aspects of behavior sampling are
methods illustrated in Figure 8. MPEG-4 could provide the framework for managing all
of the time sensitive visual objects and multiplexing time stamped information as shown
in the center of Figure 8. Behavior Sampling performs all of the video segmentation and
control data structure and syntax analysis (left portion of Figure 8) since MPEG-4 does
not contain any video segmentation methods nor any concept of non audio-visual entities
such as the control data. By suitably indexing and describing the visual objects and their
relationships, the resulting collection of visual and control information is a self contained
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entity that can be reintroduced in a future teleoperation situation as shown in the right
portion of Figure 8. Note that we have termed the manipulation relationships between
elements in the teleoperation environment as control data objects since they include more
information than just the spatio-temporal information of typical video scenes.

Raw Video and
Control Data

Extraction of
Visual Objects

Sampled Visual
and Control Data

Structured Data
Representation

Figure 7. The Behavior Sampling Process

Behavior Sampling

Teleoperation
Control
Data Objects
Video
Segmentation

Status on Demand
(Long Term Assitanace)

Scene /
Control
Description
Video
Objects
Text /
Graphics

Status Driven
Controller

Scene /
Control
Description

M
U
X

TransMux
Stream

D
E
M
U
X

MPEG
Encoders

Find

Cut

Pick

Video
Objects
Text /
Graphics

MPEG
Decoders

Disc

Status
Driven
Control
Commands

BIFS
Composer

Status on Demand
Compositer

MPEG-4 Systems

Figure 8. System Architecture - Behavior Sampling Details

2.3 Demonstration of Task Assistance: Mato Cell Handling
Although the primary goal of the present research was to develop and provide a new
generalized framework for visual based teleoperation, to demonstrate the utility of the
paradigm we also wanted to develop a real-time system that implements the Status Driven,
Behavior Sampling, and Status on Demand components of Bilateral Behavior Media.
Although applicable in any teleoperation domain, we selected the application of BBM
techniques to teleoperation in the microworld. In particular, new techniques to analyze
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individual Mato fluorescent granular perithelial (FGP) cells (Figure 9 and Figure 10)[6]
require the isolation of each cell by removing the tissue surrounding the cell. The thesis
also describes that system, the Bilateral Behavior Media biological Cell Handling System
(BBM-CHS) and the key issues of the implementation process.

Figure 9. Enlargement of Mato FGP cell (from [6])

Figure 10. Enlargement of Mato FGP cells under UV light
(from [6])

The Cell Handling Systems hardware offers a unique platform for manipulating
individual Mato FGP cells. To isolate the FGP cells, the CHS employs a micro-scraper
constructed of glass that is attached to a glass slide as shown in Figure 11. The effective
scrape width is two micrometers as shown in the top view of Figure 4. The glass slide
construction allows the scraper to have a large working area while retaining rigidity of the
scraper itself by keeping the length relatively short.
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Stretch Sample
X-Y Stage
Stepping Motors

Objective Lens
Cell Slide

Z

Glass Micro Scraper

X

y

X

X-Y Tool
Stepping Motors

Figure 11. Side view of CHS Micro Scraper

A typical list of cell processing steps is presented in Table 1. From a top-down
approach we observe that there are 4 basic tasks to perform in the Mato cell manipulation
process. First the cells must be located and then isolated from the surrounding tissue. In
the current hardware, the operator must then change manipulator tools before proceeding
to collect the cells. Each cell is reacquired, liquid is used to mobilize the cell from the
slide, and then a micro-pipette draws the cells into an intermediate storage tube. Finally
the cells are expelled into a tube for analysis. These tasks should be repeated for many
cells, up to thousands in practice. Each task has individual steps to accomplish the task.
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Table 1. Typical Mato cell manipulation process
Task
# Step
1

2

3

4

Isolation
1a

Find (each) Mato cell

1b

Manual scrape initial path

1c

Automatically scrape wider path

1d

Inspect the cell isolation

1e

Repeat 1 for desired number of cells

Tool change
2a

Remove scraping tool fixture

2b

Introduce irrigating pipette

2c

Introduce pick pipette

Collection (Pick)
3a

Reacquire (each) scraped Mato cell

3b

Irrigate around cell

3c

Pick (draw) cell

3d

Inspect pick

3e

Repeat 3 for each cell

Place
4a

Place all cells into sample tube

2.4 Requirements for Assistance to the operator
The BBM-CHS needs to offer the operator specific aid when performing the above
mentioned tasks and steps. The assistance can be classified in to 3 categories: immediate
short term, and long term assistance.
Immediate Assistance is the requirement to have the system use an automated
feedback approach to control the movement of the tools, so that the operator does not
need to consciously control the minute movements. Control of the scraping manipulator
should be fast through an intuitive user interface. This is the goal of the Status Driven
control system.
Short term assistance is the requirement of the BBM-CHS to continuously record the
relevant visual objects, such as the cells and manipulator, and automatically index the
steps as they are occurring so that past visual control states can be quickly returned to or
repeated.

Preferably the recording should be accomplished without incurring user

intervention.
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Long term assistance ids the requirement for operators to learn and search the
recorded information of past experiences. This should enable instruction to new operators
and process analysis. Both short and long term assistance are the goal of Status on
Demand by Behavior Sampling the visual control sequences.
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3. Related Work
Several components of the Bilateral Behavior Media paradigm are related to research
themes in several divergent research areas. At the most generic level, BBM is a method
for controlling a robot, accumulating information and then using that information to assist
the teleoperator. (Figure 12) Chapter 3 is dedicated to a review of the work related to
BBM. Section 3.1 examines some of the background of teleoperation. Since the status
driven teleoperation method is visually based, section 3.2 reviews related visual based
work. General visual object compression is briefly examined in section 3.3. Section 3.4
discusses work related to individual cell handling. In order to manageably accumulate the
extensive visual based information, hypermedia is thoroughly covered in section 5.1.1
since the concept is integral to Behavior Sampling. Additional literature review is in
Annex E.

Teleoperator

Manipulator

Control
Accumulation

Assistance

Storage

Figure 12. Teleoperation with Assistance

3.1 Previous Generation Teleoperation Methods
From the master slave point of view, we survey the traditional research in
teleoperation.

First generation “joint-angle correspondence” techniques and second

generation “general coordinate” techniques will be briefly introduced, followed by an
introduction of the proposed “status driven” technique. (See Figure 13)
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Figure 13. Teleoperation Generations

The first generation of master slave teleoperated control can be categorically grouped
under “joint-angle correspondence”. The master arm joint angle(s) and the corresponding
slave arm joint angle(s) are united under this control method. [7] The principle merit of
this system is that very good response times can be achieved in well designed systems.
The primary demerits of this method is that the master and slave arms must be of identical
mechanical configurations and autonomous control by the robot is not possible.
The second generation of master slave teleoperated control can be categorically
grouped as “generalized coordinate master slave control method”. The method can be
summarized as: the slave hand coordinate system and the master hand coordinate system
are made to coincide.
Merits of this method include: 1) the master and slave can have different mechanical
configurations; 2) the master arm can be optimized to interface with the human operator
and the slave arm can be optimized for the work environment; and 3) various automatic
control methods can be used. [8] [9]
There are several demerits to this methodology. First, long delays in the control signals
can result from calculating the computationally time consuming forward and inverse
coordinate transformations. This is still an issue even with recent advancements in digital
signal processors. [10] Second, the system cannot adapt to dynamic environments since it
does not have a concept of the task at hand nor the requirements for executing that task.
In a dynamic environment, the operator must manipulate the object to compensate for the
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changes in the environment. [11]

For example, when moving a liquid filled open

container in a shifting environment, the operator must explicitly move the manipulator to
track the changing direction of gravity so that the liquid would not spill out. Third, if
external environmental sensing information is to be introduced into the system, it must
first be translated into coordinate system information. The operator cannot easily use the
external information to help him exercise control.
Status Driven techniques for teleoperation systems are proposed to cope with the
problems of existing master slave control methods. This third generation control method
can be summarized: the status which expresses the slave situation is united with the status
expressed by the master situation. The status based slave manipulations are derived from
the sensor signals from the slave environment.

3.2 Visual Servoing techniques
Hager has been investigating visual servoing for several years. His approach hinges on
robot motion based on vision control through skills of points/lines relations in the image
[12]. It allowed 3D visual servoing. Table 2 highlights several of the paper reporting on
the work. Table 3 is a point by point comparison with Status Driven control.

Table 2. Hager and his vision-based control history
Pub.
year
88
94

Where
Ph.D. Dissertation
IROS 94

94

IC on R&A 94

95

96

Book Chapter:
Intelligent Robotic
Systems
IEEE Trans. on R&A

97

IEEE Trans. on R&A
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Title

Feature-based visual servoing
and its applications to
telerobotics.
Robot feedback Control based on
Stereo Vision: Towards
Calibration-Free Hand-Eye
Coordination
Feature-Based Visual Servoing
and its Application to
Telerobotics
A tutorial on Visual Servo
Control
A Modular System for Robust
Positioning using Feedback from
Stereo Vision

Main point

Using set-points for
control. No
calibration
Visual Servoing
Teleoperation with
object models
Tutorial
More people should
be using visual
feedback since it is
easy
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Table 3. Hager paradigm and comparison to Status Driven
MHS.
Key points

Status Driven
MHS

1

Image based - Minimal calibration needed

Same

2

Needs estimates of camera intrinsic parameters (camera pixel
coordinates to metric units) and extrinsic parameters (spatial
position of the camera relative to the manipulator coordinate
system) (p 586)

3

Observes both Robot and Target -(Endpoint-Closed-Loop
(ECL))

4

Stereo Vision

5

3-D

6

Camera separated from end-effector (i.e.: free standing)

7

The equivalence between task-space and image constraints
guarantees that primitive skills are calibration insensitive
positioning operations (p 587)

8

“Look & Move” system (indirect feedback) (p 583)

9

Robot stabilized by internal encoder feedback (p 584)

10

The visual servoing problem is to define a control system that
moves the end-effector into a configuration in which the taskspace error is zero.

11

Relative position is defined in terms of observable features
(occluding contours) rigidly attached to the end effector and to
the target object. (e.g. points, edges, & corners) (p 584)

12

Rigidly attached points and edges are used to compute nonobservable projections of objects (p 588)

13

Assumes target is stationary

Not needed

Same
One Camera
2-D
Same
not directly
linked
Direct
Feedback *
*
Same

Similar

Same

target
movable
* The SD-MHS robot configuration employs concentrated motion of the degrees
of freedom and does not employ links which require a means of converting
Cartesian movements in joint-link angle control.

Hager's telerobotics is composed of Hand-Eye skills that are made from Primitive
Skills: 1) Point-to-Point, 2) Point-to-Line, and 3) Line-to-Point. A review of the primitive
position skills yields: 1) Having both Point-to-Line and Line-to-Point seems redundant.
2) Only Point-to-Point and Point-to-Line are used in the examples ([12]p 588). 3) Does
not want to define a line-to-line positioning skill.

This leads to the unnatural

manipulation specification of using lines to describe one block while points are used to
describe the other block.
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Hager identifies several areas of future work:

1) Add a motion type of moving

between objects instead of just moving objects into visual contact. 2) Adding precedence
between the order of the primitive skills in a composed skill motion. 3) Visual servoing in
situations of partially occluded views of the tracking areas.

Joshi and Sanderson discuss a feature-based method for multi-view servoing [13].
Two orthogonal cameras are used to manipulate in 3-D with a tolerance under 0.01 inches.
Their system is suited for industrial settings which dictate a simple and intuitive
uncoupled control approach. Thus kinematic or dynamic models were not used. Although
their technique seems to be based on feature averaging, the definition of such for their
system does not seem to be clear.

Further, while their system is well suited for a

manufacturing process with consistent part shape, it does not appear to be able to handle
processing of components (such as cells) which have varying shapes.
Yu, Ghosh, Xi, and Tarn discuss methodology for fusing multiple sensors in planning
and control of robotic systems [14]. Instead of using the multiple sensors for redundant
information, they aim to optimize the information from each possible sensor to achieve
higher overall functionality. In the described system, a manufacturing workcell contains
two sensors: a video sensor and an angular encoder.
The proposal abstract induced higher expectations of more than just two sensors and it
seemed that the angular sensor was rather redundant. One could believe that simply
having a little bit better image processing equipment/algorithms would obliviate the need
for the rotation encoder.

3.2.1 Visual Servoing in Microworld
Tong et al superficially describe a micro-manipulator with visual feedback [15] that
appears to have some correspondence with Status Driven manipulation.

In their

paradigm, the operator only indicates visual primitives to the robot and indicates the
"current situation" in a interface termed "interactive computer vision for robot navigation
and manipulation". Observation of the micro work area is claimed through monoscopic or
stereoscopic video cameras. A mechanism that will auto-focus about a specific point by
measuring the contrast histogram is described. Although a control motion method is
suggested by "pointing out" "where and what" to manipulate as visual primitive by the
visual servoing technique, no details are given on how to maintain the relationship
between the visual primitive points in the image and the motion of the actual object.
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Vikramaditya and Nelson present an extended calculation of the Jacobian mapping
from task space to sensor space for their microassembly system. [16] The visual servoing
controller is based on controlled active vision where the control object is to place the
image plane coordinates on the target. Although introduced as a microassembly system, it
performed high speed translational servoing without manipulation or assembly. Single
dimension step sizes of 50 pixels (approximately 9 µm) where generally achievable and
repeatable in under 0.1 seconds, however the potential calculation errors due to tool
dynamics or scrapping friction were not examined. We are interested to see further
results in this area when the technique is applied to actual assembly.

3.2.2 Pseudo Visual Servoing
Sekimoto, Tsubouchi, and Yuta discuss driving a robot with an visual touch sensor.
[17] They advocate to separate the operation from the mechanism. The human is the
commander, not controller. Their so called "Hierarchical control" removes the human
from the vehicle mechanism control loop. However, this method really does not use visual
servoing to control the vehicle robot. The visual control portion merely specifies the goal
position which is translated into robot coordinates and proceeds by dead reckoning. Since
they claim that true visual servoing requires too much computing power, they used:
•

Human direction for command

•

Dead reckoning for navigation/control

•

Projected swept volumes for human support
Swept Volume: The expected area the robot would sweep (cross) on the floor

In their system:
• Obstacle avoidance is performed by human. Some assistance is given by showing
the expected swept volume. (p 150)
•

It does use milestone points (set by the operator) to follow a complicated path.

•

Uses time-stamps to help image transmission delays.

From their experimental results, they concluded that it was easier for non-skilled
operators (Drivers) but that it was non-intuitive for skilled drivers. The insight I drew
from their experiments is that the interface must be intuitive and natural for both
experienced and non-experienced operators.
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3.3 Object Based compression (MPEG-4 Systems)
As introduced in Chapter 1, a primary point of the Bilateral Behavior Media paradigm
is to accumulate the visual and control information from the teleoperation sequences.
Thus, some practical means is necessary to input and then store video into the system that
performs visual servoing based teleoperation. From a pragmatic standpoint, exploiting a
standards based technique allows the greatest leveraging of existing video capture
solutions.
Systems, such as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.261, and H.263 offer well establish standards
for capturing and storing audio video signals. However, all of those systems are frame
based in that processing of the sequence occurs without regard to the contents in each
image. Recent attention has focused on a more general approach: object based video
compression. MPEG-4 is in the process of becoming a standard in 1999 and one of its
key features is that it has developed a MPEG-4 Systems model that exploits objects,
including visual, audio, and general objects. The MPEG-4 Systems model allows very
broad and generalized access, manipulation and identification of individual objects since
the objects are individually coded and described.
The concept of visual objects in the video capture process is inherently beneficial to
teleoperation systems where the teleoperator is manipulating individual objects in the
environment. The rest of this subsection will review video object based processing
focusing on the techniques developed so far in the context of the ongoing MPEG-4
standardization process.
Although the complete MPEG-4 standard encompasses many areas in the audio and
video realm, it is important to keep two specific areas distinct: MPEG-4 Video coding and
MPEG-4 Systems. MPEG-4 Video coding specifies new techniques for the compression
or coding of individual video objects. On the other hand, MPEG-4 Systems provides a
framework for describing and transporting the relationships of the various video and audio
objects that together form a complete multimedia "movie". We are primary interested in
the MPEG-4 Systems aspect for the Bilateral behavior Media work.
A typical multimedia scene is shown on the left hand side of Figure 14. In the scene, a
woman is speaking in a room with a desk and a spinning globe. Each of those items can be
considered as objects in the scene. Further, the background of the scene can also be
considered as an object. The MPEG-4 Systems method of describing those objects in a
scene is called BIFS (Binary Format for Scenes). [18] The right hand side of Figure 14
shows a tree scene graph that hierarchically describes the scene in a tree-like structure.
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Figure 14. MPEG-4 Object Scene Description
MPEG-4 does not provide mechanisms for segregating or extracting objects from a
video frame nor does it provide a mechanism for describing control relationships between
objects. Implementation of a behavior sampling system entailed developing two main
components 1) an automated video segmentation method and 2) control information
processing and storing.

3.4 Single Cell Processing
Tanikawa, Arai, and Masuda briefly discuss mechanically manipulating white blood
cells in their IROS 1997 workshop paper. [19][20] Their experimental system offers a
two-finger styled micro hand system emulated the function of chopsticks. They are able
to grasp and to deform human white blood cells that are 10 µm in diameter. They are also
successful in manipulating glass balls of 2 µm diameter to an accuracy of 0.1 µm.
While their preliminary results look promising, further information is needed. Also,
their system still requires operator concentration to control the finger’s master device.

In the field of optical (laser) manipulation of cells, Michael Berns has been active for
three decades. [21, 22]. With effective laser spots of sub-micrometer diameter, lasers can
be used as tweezers to hold individual cells or as scissors to cut in and around individual
cells. The tweezers style lasers can also be used for localized manipulation such as
rotating and pushing.
While laser manipulation can be very effective in local manipulation of cells, proposed
techniques for chemical analysis of individual cell components still requires global
removal functionality. Further the characteristics of laser may make visual recording of
the manipulation processes difficult.
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4. Status Driven Methodology and Theory
The description of Status Driven begins with an overall description of the information
flow in section 4.1. The description of several types of Status Driven manipulation
functions occurs in section 4.2.

4.1 Status Driven Control Methods
The main components and information flow of the Status Driven master slave visual
feedback control method are illustrated in Figure 15(b). The operator interfaces with a
computer screen (labeled VCI) instead of a traditional master manipulator. The slave
manipulator itself can be any conventional manipulation arm. The implementation of a
Status Driven control method requires and produces different information than
conventional teleoperation control methods (e.g. Figure 15(a)). In particular, data from
sensors in the slave environment is essential to the system control and the task
specification by the operator. Section 4.1.1 introduces the Status Driven control
components and Section 4.1.3 describes the system information flow characteristics
To aid the explanation of Status Driven techniques, two familiar manipulation
examples are interjected in Section 4.1.2. Each example illustrates one of the two
different Status Driven control styles: 1) system controlled movement and 2) operator and
system shared control movement. In the “placement” example, the designated target
object is automatically placed on a designated surface in the work environment. The
“movement” example is an operator and system shared control movement; the operator
directs the object movement and the system constrains the movement so that the object
does not enter a specified area in the work environment. In both scenarios, the object is
assumed to be already gripped by the slave manipulator, however, Status Driven
techniques are also applicable to grasping of objects.
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Figure 15. Teleoperation System Comparison

4.1.1 Paradigm Components
4.1.1.1 Sensing Points
The Status Driven control method relies on sensor information from the slave
environment. The integration of sensor information into the control algorithm is
accomplished through sensing points.

Sensing points are used to describe pertinent

features in the workspace. In general, there are three types of sensing points: target,
environmental, and milestone. Target sensing points are associated with the target object
that is to be manipulated. Once designated, the target sensing points remain fixed to the
object as the object is moved throughout the task. Likewise, environmental sensing points
are associated with pertinent features in the manipulation environment. Environmental
sensing points are similar to target sensing points in that they also remained fixed to the
environmental location they were assigned. If the environment moves with respect to the
viewing frame of reference, the sensing points would be made to track that movement.
Environmental points differ from target sensing points in that the environmental sensing
points are also the goal states to which the target sensing points are being made to
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coincide during automatic mode. In other words, the system controls the manipulator is
such a way as to cause the target sensing point(s) and environment sensing point(s) to
coincide.
The third type of sensing point, milestone, is useful in system-operator shared control
scenarios. In shared scenarios, the target object is still specified with target sensing points
and there may also be environment sensing points, but a milestone sensing point
designates an intermediate goal state to which the target sensing point will try to coincide.
Depending on constraints imposed by the environment sensing points, the target object
may not be able to coincide with the milestone sensing point. The system will attempt to
make the target sensing point be as close to the milestone point as possible, but if the
operator has inaccurately selected a milestone sensing point that would cause the target
sensing points to cross designated environment constraints, the system will prevent the
full completion of movement to the milestone point. The milestone sensing point could
be considered as a specialized case of an environment sensing point in which that
“environment” sensing point would be operator controlled during the task execution. For
clarity, we give this special type of sensing point a separate designation since it is under
operator control during the task execution phase.

4.1.1.2 Teaching and Execution Phases
In general, the occurrence of sensing points in a Status Driven task can be divided into
two phases: task teaching and task execution. Control of a target object is initiated by
associating sensing points to it. This process is referred to as the teaching phase and is
generally only performed once in a control situation at the beginning of the session. The
operator interfaces with a video image of the work environment where the sensing points
will be superimposed as they are being selected. The work environment image, status
and query text, the sensing point input method, and superimposed symbolic display
constitute the so-called Visual Communication Interface (VCI). An example VCI
(pronounced VIK’ee) is described in Section 3.
During the teaching phase, appropriate locations (i.e., sensing points) on the target and
the environment (i.e., work area) are selected and identified symbolically by the operator
using the VCI. These sensing points form the basis of the control mechanism because
visual detection techniques are used to extract the target and environment status with
respect to those points. Depending on the task at hand, the points may be grouped to
indicate boundaries or lines of reference.
After the task has been described to the system via the specification of the sensing
points during the teaching phase, the task execution phase begins. In automatic mode, the
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system attempts to make the corresponding target and environment sensing points
coincide. In operator and system shared mode, the system causes the target sensing point
to follow the operator’s relocation of intermediate milestone points while movement may
be constrained by environment sensing points.

4.1.2 Status Driven Teleoperation Examples
The two teleoperation examples introduced at the beginning of section 4.1 will now be
described in terms of how they would be performed by the status driven control method.

4.1.2.1 Placement Example
Consider the placement example in two dimensional space where the system
completely controls the motion after the teaching phase (Figure 16). The teaching phase
requires specifying the type of task and the pertinent attributes of the target object and
slave environment by specifying sensing points. Two sensing points would be designated
with respect to the target in the image to indicate the object’s edge that will be placed on
the environment surface. Two additional sensing points would be designated with respect
to the work environment to indicate the surface on to which objects may be placed or an
area where objects must not be allowed to enter. (See the circles in Figure 17)

Figure 16. Placement example
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After the teaching phase, the system automatically controls the manipulator. As the
target begins to move, the visual sensors track the movement so that the target’s sensing
points remains fixed with respect to the target object. Movement continues until the
target sensing points coincide with the environment sensing points. Once they coincide,
the movement stops since the task has been completed.

4.1.2.2 Movement Example
The movement example uses shared mode control where the operator and the system
share control over the object motion. During the teaching phase, a sensing point placed
on a target object will also have an associated “milestone” sensing point which is initially
placed coincident with the first sensing point. After the teaching phase, this milestone
sensing point is relocatable by the operator and will be used to “attract” the target object
sensing point to it. Thus, when the operator moves the milestone sensing point (using an
input device such as a touchscreen, mouse, or joy-stick), the system will try to move the
slave so that the sensing point associated with the target object will again coincide with
the milestone sensing point.

The operator is not controlling the slave manipulator

directly, instead he is setting (and possibly continually moving) the intermediate desired
location (milestone) of the target object. Thus the target object can be made to follow an
arbitrary path in the workspace by a succession of goal locations indicated by the
successive positions of the milestone sensing point.
Additionally, if environment description sensing points were included in the movement
scenario, the target sensing point could be prevented from penetrating the segment joining
the environmental sensing points even though the milestone sensing point were to
penetrate the environment sensing segment. In a penetration situation, the system would
still try to move the target sensing point as close to the milestone sensing point as possible
while not crossing the environment sensing points boundary.

4.1.3 Input, Output and Control Characteristics
The following characteristics form the basis of the interface in a status driven
teleoperation system.

4.1.3.1 Input
The primary input to a Status Driven system is the symbolic description of the
elements in the slave world via sensing points. The elements include the target object as
well as relevant characteristics of the work environment. There are two aspects to the
sensing points. First, the sensing points define the physical status of the target object and
the work environment. This can be thought of as defining the shape or relevant surfaces of
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the object and the environment. Second, the relationship between the points, in particular,
the relationship between the target sensing points and the environment sensing points
defines the status of the task to be completed. When the corresponding points are made to
coincide, the system has accomplished the task. Thus the definition of the relationship
between the points plans the task.
Another aspect of the status driven teleoperation input system is that instructions of
movement to the slave are operations on the sensing points. The manipulator itself is not
being controlled by the master, instead the slave component of the system moves the
manipulator in response to the desired status of the sensing points as described by the
master. Movement of the manipulator is caused by the relative locations of the sensing
points. In operator-system shared controlled situations, the operator guides the
manipulator by moving a desired state (i.e., milestone) sensing point.

4.1.3.2 Output
The primary output of a status driven teleoperation system is movement of the slave
which satisfies the desired status. Simply put, the output is the achievement of the desired
task. In particular, the movement of the slave or the particular path of the target movement
is not meaningful to the operator, the primary objective is accomplishing the task.
Consider the differences in the outputs of the three generations of master slave control
systems. In joint angle methods, the output of the system is when the desired set of joint
angles has been achieved in the slave. Similarly for generalized coordinate methods, the
output is when the desired location in the coordinate workspace of the slave’s manipulator
has been achieved. In a status driven system, the output is the achievement of the desired
work status in the slave world.

4.1.3.3 Control
The essence of status driven techniques is sensing. Without sensing, control cannot be
accomplished by a status driven system. The task completion status is the essential
interest of the operator in a manipulation situation, thus task completion status should be
the primary interest of a master slave control system. Sensing is the means that allows the
system to recognize that the primary objective has been satisfied. Sensing points are the
communication medium between the master and the slave. Sensing points are the medium
for the feedback control mechanism.
If master slave systems are viewed from the modeling perspective, second generation
systems explicitly model the task merely as a path. Task failure can still occur in a
dynamic environment even though the model path is followed precisely. Conversely, a
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third generation status driven system models the completed task. If the operator wishes to
also model the environment by describing a path, the operator-system shared form of the
status driven method allows path modeling while still retaining task completion modeling.
It is important to note here that the automatic form of status driven control is not
autonomous control by the system. The master must teach the task to be accomplished by
specifying the relationship between the sensing points.

4.1.4 Merits of Status Driven control
Sensor based feedback allows task completion in dynamic environments. Automatic
correction, assistance action, or work action can be produced corresponding to the sensed
target movement, change of work environment, or the change of work situation.
Robustness is achieved since the slave is manipulating directly on sensed information in
the slave environment and is not dependent on model information generated in the master.
Thus the control actions conform to the actual work situation.
The fundamental approach of the system, direct usage of sensor output, is also intuitive
to the operator. The type of information used by the system is also the easiest for human
operators to process. The visual presentation and feedback combined with the symbolic
display and manipulation of the sensing points is a very intuitive way to specifying the
algorithm of setting and using the sensor information in the system. In other words, the
Visual Control Interface (VCI) is a better method of “programming” than entry of typed
text to control the slave.
Finally, specification of the task via sensing point relationships alleviates the need for
the system to automatically analyze the task and environment to determine the final
destination and the path to achieve it. Similarly it does not require a model or semantic
information to recognize task completion. Since human operators tend to be rather good at
almost unconsciously planning tasks and recognizing environmental constraints, the VCI
allows rapid and precise specification of the task to the system. The system can then
execute the necessary movements with the manipulator in the slave world because it
understands the goal state and is directly monitoring and reacting to the dynamic
environment through sensor information.

4.2 Typical Status Driven Functions and Sensing Point Relationships
To perform a manipulation, the teleoperator must teach two sets of information to the
system: 1) select a task function and 2) specify the associated sensing points. This
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section describes how to select sensing points followed by a description of several type of
status driven manipulation functions.

4.2.1 Sensing Points and Tracking
The location of the sensing points should be selected by the operator based on two
criteria. First, each sensing point should be placed on a relevant physical attribute of the
target or environment objects. For example, sensing points could be placed on edges or
vertices. Second, since the system manipulations will eventually cause the target sensing
points and the environment sensing points to coincide, the sensing points should be
located such that coincidence would indicate the final desired state of the target with
respect to the environment.
After an object or environment sensing point is specified by the operator, the system
must maintain the sensing point in the same relative position on the physical element even
though it is moving with respect to the video camera frame of reference. In this system
implementation, sensing point synchronization is accomplished through using vision
tracking hardware. The tracking hardware uses template matching techniques to
continuously update the location of the center in each of the several tracking windows in
the image. The operator selects the initial center of each tracking window. Geometric
methods are then used to keep the sensing points in the appropriate location with respect
to the tracking window. Examples of typical placement of sensing points and tracking
windows centers in a microworld manipulation are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Example of object and environment sensing points
(indicated by circles) and the corresponding tracking windows
(window centers are represented by squares).
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4.2.2 Task Functions (Automatic; Shared; Motion Method)
Although the use of status driven techniques are applicable to a wide range of
assembly tasks, in this section we concentrate on a few exemplary tasks. For each of the
exemplary tasks, we define a Status driven function that operates on the sensing points to
accomplish the task.

The task motions are divided into two basic control modes:

automatic and shared. In the automatic mode, the system completes all of the movement
from the initial to final state. In the shared control mode, the human operator directs the
target object motion, but the system assists the human by constraining the motion in a
manner beneficial to the specified task.
In both the automatic and shared modes, several task movement functions are defined
that correspond to the relationship between the initial and final locations of the sensing
points. When the operator is teaching the sensing points to the system, one of the task
functions is also selected so that system knows the desired final state of the sensing
points. Different task functions require differing numbers of sensing points. The functions
defined here should not be considered exhaustive or intrinsic. For more complicated
assembly tasks, these functions can be combined or new functions could also be
implemented.

4.2.2.1 Automatic Task Mode.
In the fully automatic mode, three task functions have been implemented: “point”,
“center”, and “arrow” which progressively have more constraints on the movement from
initial to final state. These three functions, superimposed on tasks in the slave world, are
illustrated in Figure 18 and described as follows.
The “point” function operates on two points, moving one point so that it coincides
with another point. In general, the initial position of the moving point would represent a
sensing point on a target object in its initial state. This function can be executed with
purely translational movement. (See Figure 18(a)).
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(a) Positioning by "Point"

(b) Place by "Center"

(c) Insert by "Arrow"

Figure 18. Automatic Mode Task Functions
The “center” function is similar to the “point” function but operates on two pairs of
sensing points. One pair of points is associated with the target and the other pair is
associated with the environment. Each of the two points on an object forms a line segment
that can be thought of as a surface in the slave world. In order for the target and
environment points to coincide, the two line segments must also be coincident.
Manipulating one of the lines to be parallel with the other may involve rotational
movement in conjunction with the translational movement to make the points coincident.
This function actually uses 6 points (see Figure 18(b)), four explicit and two implicit
points. The explicit points (white or gray circles) are the end points of the line segments.
The implicit points (black circles) are the midway locations on the segments which are
actually made to be centered. The function is applicable for placement tasks.
The “arrow” function also operates on two line segments and utilizes both rotational
and translation movement. In this function, the two segments also are made to be
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coincident, but one set of endpoints (the “heads” of the “arrows”) is required to be
coincident instead of the midpoints. (See Figure 18(c).) Two additional constraints in the
movement control are: 1) the head of the moving arrow will first be made coincident with
the tail of the stationary arrow and 2) then the arrow axes will be made collinear before
the final translational movement along both arrow’s axes.

4.2.2.2 Shared Task Mode.
In the shared task mode, the human operator directs the target object motion while the
system constrains the motion and orientation. Three typical task functions for the
operator-system shared mode of control are described. These task functions constrain the
sensing points (and hence the objects in the slave world) as the operator sets new
milestone sensing points or the environmental sensing points are moved relative to the
viewing frame of reference. The functions are shown in Figure 19 and described as
follows.
The “parallel” function rotates the slave sensing points so that the respective segments
joined by the sensing points in the target and the environment are made to be parallel.
This correction feature occurs whether the target or the environment moves with respect
to the camera frame of reference. This correction feature also occurs as the operator is
directing the target motion by setting new milestone sensing points.
The “keep-1” function is used to keep the target a specified distance from an uneven
surface as it travels along the surface. The specified distance could be zero indicating the
target should maintain contact with the environment surface. If a non-zero distance is
desired, a so-called float situation, the sensing points can be offset from the surface by an
appropriate distance from the tracking window centers. The environmental reference
points are typically determined through edge detection by binarization methods.
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(a) Parallel

Keep " FLOAT"

Keep " CONTACT "
(b) Keep-1

Keep " FLOAT"

Keep " CONTACT "
(c) Keep-2

Figure 19. Shared Mode Task Functions
The “keep-2” function is an extension of the “keep-1” function where two target
sensing points maintain a fixed distance from the environment surface. The two target
sensing points also are constrained to keep a fixed distance between themselves. This
function is useful for keeping a target tangential to the local surface as it travels along the
surface.

4.2.3 Enhanced Insertion
When reviewing the functions presented in the previous section, one may be lead to
believe that fine precision manipulation is not possible with Status Driven teleoperation
because the functions appear simplistic. The section will show how the simple functions
can be combined into a function that allows insertion in an environment which require
tight tolerances.
In automated insertion tasks in which the environment contains tight tolerances, some
sensing points can be used to constrain movement as in the shared mode. A composite
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function called Double Arrow is defined with the following relationships among the
sensing points. (See Figure 20)
The relationship between environmental sensing pair EH1 and ET1 and target sensing
pair TH1 and TT1 is similar to the (single) arrow function in that after moving to make
the segments collinear, heads EH1 and TH1 will be made to coincide.

A similar

relationship exists for sensing pair EH2 - ET2 and TH2 - TT2. However the movement is
further constrained that the line segments formed by TH1-TT1 will not enter the
environment area constrained by ET1. A similar relationship exists with the TH2-TT2
segment and sensing point ET2. This constraint requirement is similar to the KEEP-1
Float function. Thus two sensing point relationship styles combining four functions can
allow precise manipulation.

TT1

TT2

TT1

TH1

TT2

TH2
ET1

ET2

ET1

EH1

EH2

ET2

TH1

TH2

EH1

EH2

(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Double Arrow function
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5. Behavior Sampling
Status driven based teleoperation control methods have been established for advanced
master slave teleoperation. These visually based methods combined with teleoperation
allow the goal condition setting (and some aspects of the path planning or constraints) to
be set almost intuitively by the human while the automated visual feedback system
executes the tedious control details. However after implementing the Status Driven Micro
Handling Systems (SD-MHS) (described in Chapter 7), we found the overall teleoperation
experience could still be further improved. Real-world applications often contain semirepetitive tasks that require the operator to repeatedly setup the teleoperation system. Our
experience with manual cell manipulation and other microworld tasks has highlighted
several limitations in visually based control. These limitation can be grouped into three
general areas.
1) The status driven method and other visual servoing systems can only display an
instantaneous representation of the control sequence.

The systems do not provide

organized or indexable means for displaying past control sequences. The only method of
reviewing a past manipulation is to video tape the combined video image and graphical
overlay of the control indications. Thus a data representation and storage mechanism is
needed for visually based control mechanisms.
2) While some knowledge based or autonomous robots do have mechanisms for
accumulating past experience, they tend to be based purely on image frame data or
abstract representations or models.

A means for a visual servoing based system to

accumulate the underlying raw data (both object visual representation and control
instructions) is needed.
3) The SD-MHS system does not have an underlying concept or representation of the
actual objects in the image being manipulated. Semantic information about the objects is
only implicitly known by the human operator during sensing point selection. Likewise, in
other visual servoing systems, a semantic model of the objects being manipulated may be
known, but the motion functions are not classified syntactically or semantically. Thus, the
ability to syntactically organize the information and allow for the addition of semantic
information should be improved.
As is evident from these limitations, an overall improvement of visually based
teleoperation would come from the addition of a means to accumulate and then later
display the raw visual and control data. A "database" of past motion sequences and their
associated imagery would benefit both the human operator and the system. Humans are
acutely communicative by visual means, thus visual representation of control sequences
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would be easy for the human to understand. For the system, accumulated knowledge in the
form of raw segmented visual control sequences would allow reanalysis of the
experiences for reuse in new control situations.
Considering the above limitations, the bilateral behavior media paradigm was
introduced in chapter 1. For the data accumulation functionality in Bilateral Behavior
media, we advance the Behavior Sampling concept. Three areas of behavior sampling will
be described in this chapter:
1) Behavior Sampling theory which is based on the concepts of hypermedia and
syntactical organization will be introduced in section 5.1.
2) Behavior Sampled information requires a unique data representation for visually
based control information and the associated objects/images. The data representation is
syntactically based allowing manipulation at various levels. The data representation will
be theoretically discussed in Section 5.1.2 and the implementation will be discussed in
Section 8.6.2.
2) Methods for extracting (behavior sampling) and interjecting those elements of
visually based telerobotic control will be introduced in Section 5.2.
Chapter 8 describes an implemented system that realizes the behavior sampling data
representation and extraction method. The system extracts, structures, records, and
manipulates objects of visually based telerobotic control sequences for immediate
operator assistance, long term storage, and training/simulation. The system structurally
accumulates data for the cell manipulation task introduced in Chapter 2.

5.1 Behavior Sampling Theory
Behavior sampling entails both a data representation and a means of extracting
information from the raw data to insert into the data representation format. Several
concepts of behavior sampling are strongly related to the fields of hypermedia and video
object representation and compression. A theoretical review of hypermedia and data
models is contained in Section 5.1.1. The conclusion of section 5.1.2 discusses the
extensions to hypermedia necessary to realize behavior sampling. The theoretical
background of the proposed data representation is discussed in Section 5.1.2.

5.1.1 Visual Objects and Hypermedia
The primary motivation behind visually based teleoperation is the manipulation of
physical objects in the slave environment through visual means. Thus a basic element
would naturally be the designation of visual representations of the objects in the
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environment and their spatial and temporal locations in the scene. These are referred to as
visual objects.
In addition to visual objects, there are several other channels of information in a
visually based control system. The control information and relationships specified by the
sensing points as well as the graphical and textual system display information must be
communicated between the teleoperator and the system.

In order to associate and

aggregate the control information and the visual objects, it is necessary to have a data
representation. If one considers the multiple associated representations of information
being expressed through distinct media, “teleoperation” can be thought of as a hypermedia
system. There are several useful concepts from the field of hypermedia that can be
partially applied [23].
Hypermedia describes multiple media that are structured to be intra-media and intermedia navigable. Although many people are familiar with the multimedia environment
provided by typical WWW browsers and HTML documents, those are more properly
termed augmented hyper-text systems since it is the textual media that is intra- and internavigable. Although images, sounds, and videos can be included on a page and can be
navigated to, elements such as sounds and video do not intra-navigate between conceptual
elements in their media. Hypermedia further embraces that concept that it is a structured
representation where the (object) node demarcation information is inherent to the data
itself.
Data models for hypermedia can be categorized into three general paradigms: 1)
semantic, 2) statistical, and 3) syntactical. The behavior sampled visual control data
representation is based on the syntactic data model, however all three paradigms will be
summarized using video as an example media.
Semantic representation is the traditional human means of representing images. Visual
characteristics of the image are recognized and grouped based upon abstract humandefined meanings. Typically it has been very difficult to emulate the semantic naming or
cognition ability of human in machines.
The statistical viewpoint is the traditional computational processing viewpoint.
Images or videos have been digitized into sequences of bit values. In statistical
compression, arbitrarily grouped areas of pixels are re-assign more efficient coding
symbols, but the underlying structure is not exploited.
The syntactical or semiotic viewpoint exploits the underlying structure of the real
world scene in the representation. Syntactic methods extract structural information
without understanding the meaning or semantics of the objects since the elements can be
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derived through low-level vision techniques. Instead of encoding uniform blocks of
images in an arbitrary manner, the spatial and temporal aspects of the scene are preserved.
Classical semiotics is based on articulatory units, termed signs, under the theory of
“double articulation” [24]. Signs are composed of subsigns which do not have direct
meaning. For example, in the text domain, words can be considered as signs composed of
subsign characters. Likewise, for video image sequences which emphasize temporal
differences between the images, a scene shot could be considered the sign composed of
motion primitives as the subsigns.
Signs can also be combined to form metasigns. Thus for complex media, the various
metasigns, signs and subsigns are actually a hierarchy where an element’s designation as a
type of sign is related to the domain and relative level of detail. For example, in video
media where temporal changes in images is the dominant mode, visual objects would be
considered a subsign instead of a sign. The first two columns of Table 1 show Gonzalez’s
proposed assignment of signs for the images and video domains [25].
Table 4. Assignment of signs for various media domains.

Meta Sign

Images
(Spatial)
Picture

DOMAIN
Video
(Temporal)
Episode

Signs

Objects

Scene

SubSigns 1

Surfaces

SubSigns 2

Lines

SubSigns 3

Pixels

Shot /
Global Motion
Objects /
Local Motion
Stationary
Change

Control
(Visual)
Completed Work
/ Assembly
Individual object
task
Sensing pairs
Sensing points
---

Although hypermedia and object based compression do offer insight about visually
based teleoperation, they are not sufficient by themselves to establish/implement
extraction and accumulation of visually based control. They do not address how to: 1)
extract and represent the control portion; 2) segment, isolate and extract the
(manipulation) objects from the video scenes; and 3) aggregate the visual and control
data.
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5.1.2 Behavior Sampling Data Representation
Up until now, the term “media” has tended to imply the channels in human sensory
communication such as aural and visual. For example, a hypermedia system for movies
would encompass visual and aural information. However, behavior and control can also
be communicated as well. Thus, visual control can also be semiotically described with
articulation elements. For the status driven visual control domain, the last column of
Table 1 introduces the sign elements for the control media proposed in this research.
Behavior sampling entails collecting (i.e. recording) portions of both the visual domain
as well as the control domain, which are closely interrelated. Thus the behavior sampling
data representation must be able to encode the visual information, the control information,
and the interrelationship between the control and visual information. The data
representation must be structured enough to allow random or individual object access and
it also should be compact enough to have feasible storage and transmission requirements.
Hypermedia representation of images and video sequences are based on the spatial or
temporal relationships of the elements. These elements are typically described with nodes
in a hierarchical, tree-like structure. However, some information or relationships between
descendant nodes cannot be described by simple tree structures. Some lower level nodes
in different spatial branches may only have direct relationships of control with each other
and not other nodes in their branch. It would seem that direct cross links would be
necessary to describe some relationships. Unfortunately, that leads to an inelegant
solution that would be hard to manage.
One solution is to define an enhanced tree with the following three types of
information in the nodes: 1) generic information: information applicable to the node and
all its descendants; 2) intrinsic information: information applicable only to the node and
not its descendants; and 3) associative information: information that relates two or more
of the node’s descendants [26].
Traditional scene descriptions are able to describe the spatial temporal relationship
between objects and the association of a sensing point to an object. However, a scene
description alone is inappropriate to describe the overall change between the objects (as
described by the control relationships between sensing point pairs). Each sensing point of
the pair would be part of separate objects in the scene description and therefore would not
have direct links in the description tree.
So we introduce the concept of node control associations (NCA) which allows explicit
linkage of control information directly between arbitrary nodes through “associative
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information” in a higher common node. (See Figure 21) These associations can be
arbitrarily added and deleted to indicate the control information changes between nodes.
The most common case is the association of control information between an individual
sensing point in one visual object with an individual sensing point in another visual
object.

S P1

JE C
L OB
V ISUA
T ASK1

T 1

S P2

TASK1

SP 4

SP3
VISUAL O BJECT

2

SP: Sensing Points
VO:
Visual Objects
G: Generic (NCA)
I: Intrinsic (NCA)
A: Associative (NCA)

VO 1

G: MODE
I: A : SP 1+SP 3; SP2+SP4

G : OBJ1, M ODE
I:V IDEO
A: -

SP1
G : OBJ1, M ODE
I: X,Y,T
A: -

SP 2
G : OBJ1, M ODE
I: X,Y,T
A: -

VO 2

G: O BJ2, M ODE
I: VIDEO
A: SP 4

SP 3
G: OBJ2, MODE
I:X,Y,T
A: -

G: OBJ2, MODE
I: X,Y,T
A: -

Figure 21. Visual and Control Tree. Spatial information is
represented in linked boxes while NCA fields describe the
control information.
The behavior sampling data representation includes such merits as the following:
information rich record of the visual and control events; reduced storage and transmission
bandwidth; multi-resolution information allows display of only the desired amount of
information; multi-resolution allows priority to critical information such as sensing point
locations and target object visual information and can give lower priority to background
information; provides a good input for status on demand.

5.2 Behavior Sampling Method
5.2.1 Input and Output Characteristics
The input to a behavior sampling system consists of the video image of the slave
environment and the time stamped manipulator control information.

The control

information would include such items as the location of the objects in the environment
and the type of control desired. The control information is typically specified by sensing
points and the desired relationship of the final state of the sensing points by the task
function. All of this information will be processed and converted into the behavior
sampling data representation. Further, if an operator wishes to input semantic information
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for a given node or link, the data representation is capable of annotating such information
to the nodes and links. Semantic annotation is possible both in the initial creation phase
and in post-creation phases.
The output of behavior sampling is an indexable, structured stream that contains both
the visual and control information. The form of the stream is such that addressing of
individual objects or information is readily obtainable without resorting to decoding all of
the information in the stream or even in a large segment of the stream. The stream is
suitable for storage (e.g., hard disk) or for transmission. Further, the output is parsable in
such a manner that the form and style of the control performed on a given object in a past
sequence is usable for control of a different object in a future situation. In other words, the
behavior sampling output is suitable as the input to the status on demand functions.

5.2.2 Syntactical Analysis Techniques
The techniques for syntactical analysis are based upon observing the signs listed in
Table 4.

Syntactical analysis occurs for both the visual and control data domains.

Extracted information from the two domains is complementary in that observation of a
sign in one domain is often useful for structure segmentation in the other domain.
The vary nature of teleoperation in which the operator is imparting information to the
system is to be exploited in the syntactical analysis. . In visually based teleoperation, an
operator is directly interested in interacting with the system in order to specify the task to
be accomplished.

The operator uses his knowledge to identify key points to the

manipulation system though the system does not need to be aware of their underlying
semantic meaning. Since the visual control itself fundamentally requires the establishment
of sensing points, those also should be the basis for the visual control data representation
and extraction methods.
Segmentation of automated control actions is rather simplistic since the control actions
occur in well-defined states and relationships. In the case of manual operations by the
operator, temporal changes are evaluated. Both the operator input events and the
manipulator control system status feedback are analyzed. Events that are extracted include
definition of new status points, when status points coincide, relationships between status
point sets, segues, and task transitions.
The lowest level of the visual structuring begins with statistical analysis of the image
sequence. Detected signs include motion of the visual objects, coincidence of visual
object surface projections, global motion, and other significant changes in image statistics.
Monitoring of global geometric translations and rotations allows indirect monitoring of
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camera work. For example, global motion can indicate a change in the operators intended
work area. Likewise, analysis of localized translations and rotations indicates
manipulation of the visual objects.
Although the extraction of behavior from the images and status points is syntactically
based, the data representation also allows semantic information to be annotated, typically
by the operator. Some semantic information can be automatically generated in post
processing after syntactical analysis by using a knowledge base in manipulation situations
with a priori information. Semantic information can be inferred from such sources as
assumptions about the tool being used and the functions it can perform; assumptions about
the objects and their roles; and operator labeling of context.

5.2.3 Reduction of Visual Data
During the recording phase, the preservation of all aspects of the video is typically
redundant for capturing the essence of the control state changes. Although the control
system needs to monitor an image tracking window surrounding each sensing point, the
control system does not need to record the entire visual object. However, for later
analysis by the status on demand functions, the system records the individual visual
objects. Also, the recording of the visual objects is handy for human observation of the
progress. Often the images of the manipulated objects themselves are sufficient for
human understanding of the manipulation. The “background” both literally (in the image)
and figuratively (the objects not represented by sensing points) is often unnecessary for
human understanding.
Thus the actual amount of imagery that is recorded and presented is often spatially and
temporally sub-sampled based on its relevance to the motion behavior of the operator
interacting with the manipulator. In this regard, behavior sampling can be regarded as an
intelligent compression technique.
Even though the status driven control method does not need background visual
information, the background visual information should not be completely eliminated.
When humans are viewing the output from behavior sampling, they may expect to see
some type of background as there always is “background” in any natural scene. However,
the updating of imagery of the background can often occur only initially or rather
infrequently.
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5.2.4 Summary of Behavior Sampling
The major points of behavior sampling can be summarized as follows. It is a method
for extracting image objects (fragments and full rate motion) and visual control objects
(status points, etc. ). Although it can be viewed as a motion picture compression
technique, it is much more than a simplistic statistical technique. It can also “compress”
the visual aspect of visually controlled telerobotics. When encoding control information,
behavior sampling considers the inputs of the operator, changes in status points, as well as
changes in the actual image. The syntactic aspect of behavior sampling itself does not
directly infer the operator's task intention, however semantic information can easily be
associated and annotated with the syntactic stream
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6. Status on Demand
The previous chapter concentrated on the means and mechanism to extract the visual
control information from a teleoperation sequence. This chapter focuses on exploiting the
extracted data to benefit the operator in both long and short term aspects. The Status on
Demand functionality is a visually based interface to the behavior sampled data in a status
driven system.

6.1 Motivation
The assistance required by teleoperators can be categorized into two major demands:
short term assistance and long term assistance. (See Figure 22)
Short term assistance requirement: In the dynamic microworld, open loop
manipulation does not produce deterministic results. A given manipulation command may
or may not achieve the operator’s goal in the microworld. Even though Status Driven
feedback control can ensure certain types of movement and goal success , operators may
wish to retry certain movements or compound and redo sets of movements. The former is
typically required by inexperienced users while the latter is an assistance to experienced
users. Short term Status on Demand function interfaces need to be easy to access for
inexperienced users yet expeditious for mature teleoperators.
Long term assistance requirement: In the process of studying cell manipulation by
using differing techniques, hundreds and perhaps thousands of video sequences would be
acquired. If teleoperation sequences are acquired in other types of manipulators, the
collection of manipulation sequences must be addressable by some type of manageable
means. Long term Status on Demand functions need to provide the basic tools for
managing and utilizing individual sequences from a collection of the unique type of
hypermedia contained in visual control sequences.
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Status Display

Motion Commands
Status Driven
Controller

Teleoperator
Desired Status

Manipulator
Visual Sensor Data

Visual Feedback (Servoing)

Long Term
Status on Demand

Behavior Sampling

Short Term
Status on Demand

Collection of Visual Control Sequence files

Figure 22. Long and Short Term requirements for Status on
Demand

Thus the Status on Demand subsystem requires two levels of functionality. Lower
level functions must provide immediate short term support for the operator to modify a
recent manipulation. Higher level functions must allow the replay or reuse of previous
manipulation procedures in new control situations. Additionally, higher level functions
should include editing of manipulation parameters or annotation of semantic information
In one manner, Status on Demand displays and allows navigation through task status
transition milestones through imagery, graphics, and text. Thus, an operator is able to
view the past sequence of tasks and events in an easy to comprehend and partition
manner. The task status at each relevant point in time of the procedure is then available
for reference and visual re-manipulation by the operator.
In most cases, the complexity of Status on Demand exploitation mechanisms is
considerably reduced because of the extensive preprocessing during the Behavior
Sampling. For example, the control structuring from the syntactical analysis is
immediately parsable when the operator desires to summarize a sequence into a limited
number of representative frames.

6.2 Short Term Functions
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6.2.1 Undo
The Undo function embraces the typical notion of being able to return the situation to a
previous condition or state. In particular, the previous manipulation states are segmented
by changes in the state of the sensing points.

6.2.2 Redo
The Redo function allows the operator to undo the previous action and then
automatically re-manipulate to the same sensing points. This functionality enables an
operator to correctly perform an operation when external influences might have disrupted
the intended travel path. The operator could have chosen to indicate many sensing points
to very precisely specify a path but often it is more efficient to simple do a Redo during
path manipulation in dynamic conditions..

6.2.3 Enhanced Redo
Enhanced redo allows the operator to repeat the last style of change of state (perhaps
on a different set of sensing points). This is useful with similar motions that need to be
performed multiple times from (typically) different start and end points. For example, if
there is a series of objects to be manipulated in a similar way, the operator would setup
the sensing points for the first object and perform one or more manipulation tasks on it.
For the subsequent objects, new sensing points would be used to specify the object(s) and
the redo function would perform the same compound set of manipulations.

6.3 Long Term Functions
The long term status on demand functionality aids the teleoperator and future
teleoperators to effectively analyze, reuse, and archive collections of behavior sampled
visual control files. The baseline functionality allows the visual and control data of the
behavior sampled data files to be reassembled and "played" in a manner similar to the
view the operator observed during the teleoperation procedure. Individual visual objects
and graphical displays of the control data are to be individually displayable.

6.3.1 Summary / Indexing
Complete teleoperation sequences can be quite lengthy so Status on Demand should
provide a summarization feature based on the state change hierarchy. The control data
syntax is evaluated in a top-down process and then visual data associated with the syntax
is displayed.
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6.3.2 Search
An operator may wish to review teleoperation sequences with a certain type of object
shape or a certain sequence of tasks. The syntax of the behavior sampled data also allows
the status on demand system to search for individual components in the teleoperation
since the visual objects and the control data are separately and hierarchically stored.

6.3.3 Semantic annotation
Although the extraction of behavior from the images and status points is syntactically
based, the data representation also allows semantic information to be annotated. Some
semantic information can be automatically generated after syntactical analysis and using a
knowledge base in manipulation situations with a priori information. Semantic
information can be inferred from such sources as assumptions about the tool being used
and the functions it can perform; assumptions about the objects and their roles; and
operator labeling of context. When encoding control information, behavior sampling
considers the inputs of the operator, changes in status points, as well as changes in the
actual image. The syntactic aspect of behavior sampling itself does not directly infer the
operator’s task intention, however semantic information can easily be associated and
annotated with the syntactic stream.
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7. MicroWorld Manipulation System & Experiments
7.1 System Architecture
The first implementation of a status driven teleoperation system is the Status Driven
Micro Handling System (SD-MHS). This system provides the operator several methods
for manipulating objects on a micrometer scale. The hardware, software, and interface
will be described in this section.

Visual Communication Interface
Operator

Monitor with
Touch Panel

CRT Monitor

Touch-Sensor
Panel

Touch Panel
Controller

Monitor

Computers
Host Computer
SUN SPARC station IPX
Transputer
Network

T805
link1

OUT

Sbus

Image Processor
Tracking Vision
RS232C-A
RS232C-B

IN

T805
DIO

Slave
2-axis
Stage Driver

Ultrasonic
Motor Driver

CCD
Camera

Optical Microscope
with CCD Camera
Tool
Ultrasonic Motor
2-Axis Stage

Work Table

Micro Handling System

Figure 23. Status Driven MHS Block Diagram

7.1.1 Hardware System and Interface
A schematic diagram of the overall system is shown in Figure 23. The slave portion
utilizes the Micro Handling System I (MHS-I) described in [27] and shown in Figure 24.
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For this system implementation, MHS-I views and controls the slave environment in two
dimensions with three degrees of freedom through a two-axis work table with 17.4nm
resolution and a tool that can be rotated with 0.1° resolution [28].

The operator

communicates to the master through the hardware components of the VCI which consist
of a video monitor with an integrated touch panel (Figure 25). The video monitor
continuously displays a view of the slave work area obtained from an optical microscope
and CCD camera mounted close to the work area. System command and control software
is implemented in C and LISP running on a Sun workstation, two Transputers, and Fujitsu
image tracking hardware.

Figure 24. Micro Handling System I (MHS-1)

Figure 25. A teleoperator using the VCI
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When operating the system, the operator teaches the sensing points and can direct the
slave milestone motion by appropriate finger movements on the touch screen. In addition
to the image of the slave work environment, computer generated symbols, text, and
graphics are overlaid on the monitor. They are used to prompt the operator during the
teaching phase and symbolically display the location and movement of the sensing points
as shown in Figure 26.
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(a) Teaching Mode

Translation Control Window
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Figure 26. Visual Communication Interface of SD-MHS

7.1.2 System Software Architecture and Interface
The software side of the SD-MHS was designed to implement all of the automatic
mode and shared mode status driven functions described in section 4.2.2. Besides
implementing the Status Driven controller, the software must function as a
communication controller between the various processing devices. A basic flow chart of
the overall automatic mode operation and the process communication is shown in Figure
27.

7.1.2.1 Software Application Components
The Status Judge application works with the Sun, one of the Transputers and the
Fujitsu Tracking Vision hardware to perform the sensing point and image synchronization
described in section 4.2.1. Further it indicates what type of adjusting translation motion
(e.g., down, right) and adjusting rotation motion (clock wise, counter clock wise) is
necessary in order for the sensing points to coincide.
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The Serve application is responsible for controlling the various driver motors of the
Micro Handling System. It responds to the adjusting motion input transmitted from the
Status Judge application and issues real time control to the motors via the second
Transputer and an RS-232 interface.
The third application handles the VCI with the teleoperator. It generates the graphics
for the operator and controls the touch panel mechanism.

7.1.2.2 Software Processes
The operator selects between Automatic, Shared, or Manual Mode is process O-2. One
the of the automatic mode functions (point, center, or arrow) is selected in process O-3.
The operator then teaches all of the sensing point and tracking positions to the system in
process 0-4 and then initiates the movement in process 0-5.
During the time the operator is selecting sensing and tracking points (process O-4), the
Status Judge application initiates an individual tracking window for each sensing point in
process J-4. Process J-4 continues to update the pixel location of each sensing point as
the tracking vision hardware follows the movement of each tracking windows. Process J5 compares the location of the target and environmental sensing points and indicates any
further changes that are necessary to be communicated to the salve robot in process J-3.
This lop is continually executed until all of the corresponding sensing point pairs are
coincident (J-6).
Once the motions have been completed to complete the task goal, the system status
window indicates that the goal has been completed. Additionally, the operator can see the
task completion is the video capture window.
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Figure 27. Flow Chart of processes in Automatic mode

7.1.2.3 Motion Method.
Rotational and translation motions each have two speeds which we term “Fast” and
“Slow”. Selection of the translation speed is dependent on the distance between the
sensing points. Selection of the rotation speed is based on the angle between the pairs of
sensing points. The movement thresholds are shown in Table 5 and Table 6.
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movements are executed five to ten times per second depending on processing time. The
movements are assumed to be slow enough to ignore dynamic effects.

Table 5. Translational Movement Thresholds

Stop
Slow
Fast

step output
(pixels)
0
1
3

difference
(pixels)
0≤x<2
2 ≤ x < 20
20 ≤ x

Table 6. Rotational Movement Thresholds

Stop
Slow
Fast

step output
(degrees)
0
2
5

difference
(degrees)
0 ≤ θ <3
3 ≤ θ < 10
10 ≤ θ

7.2 End-to-End example
This section describes a center placement operation including the mode selection and
sensing point teaching phase. The process points in Figure 27 are indicated in parentheses.
1. Mode Select
The operator chooses between automatic,
shared, or manual mode. (O-2)
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2. Function Select
The operator selects one of the functions:
"center", "arrow", or "point". In this
case the operator selected "center" to
place the upper block on top of the lower
block. (O-3)

3. Sensing Point Selection
The operator begins specify the sensing
points (circles) and tracking window
centers (squares). (O-4)

4. Initiate Motion
Once all of the sensing points and
tracking points have been indicated by
the operator, motion is initiated. (O-5)

5. Motion Begins
The Status Driven control begins moving
the top block.
The status window
indicates that the system is performing
"right" and "down" translation and
"counterclockwise (CCW)" rotation in
order to drive the target sensing points to
their goal on the environmental sensing
points. (J-3, S-4, & S-5)
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6. Motion nearing Completion
Rotation has ceased and the motion is
nearing the final stages with just
translational movement.

7. Goal achieved.
Once the center sensing point are
coincident (and the other sensing points
are collinear) the task movement goal
has been accomplished. The status
window indicated completion. (J-6, S-7,
& O-7)

7.3 Experiments (Status Driven)
7.3.1 Task Motivation and Description
Two sets of experiments were performed to illustrate the merits of status driven
teleoperation methods. The first set of experiments is an operator-system shared control
example that demonstrates the ease of control provided by the VCI. The second set of
experiments demonstrates the robustness of the automatic mode.

7.3.2 Surface Following
Using conventional control methods in the micro world, it is rather difficult to move an
object along a surface and to maintain manipulator direction orientation at the same time.
The “surface following” task is where the operator wishes to maintain a fixed distance and
orientation from the surface as the object is being moved by the operator along the
surface. Using a status driven shared control mode, the operator can control the speed of
travel of the object while the system maintains the target’s distance and orientation with
respect to the environment surface. The sequence in Figure 28 shows the operator wishing
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to move the target across a “hilly” surface. (The camera is kept fixed with the target frame
of reference, the environment appears to pass to the left.)
In Figure 28(a), the operator completes the teaching phase by setting the mode, sensing
points, and tracking reference windows. In Figure 28(b), the execution phase begins with
the system determining the distances from the environment to the target references. The
operator now begins motion along the horizontal axis by setting a new milestone sensing
point on the touch panel. The system responds by moving the target to try to make the
target sensing point coincide with the milestone sensing point. As movement proceeds,
one of the sensing points detects that its trajectory would increase the object-environment
separation so corrective movement is taken. Figure 28(c) shows the right-hand sensing
point changing from solid to outline to indicate that change in status. The right corner of
the Message window displays “CW” to indicate a clockwise correction rotation. Figure
28(d) shows that the target orientation has been maintained while traversing the “hilly”
terrain. Thus status driven teleoperation is successful in the surface fo llowing task.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 28. Surface following sequence (see text)

7.3.3 Manual vs. Status Driven
Two sets of experiments were conducted to contrast the performance of status driven
operation and manual operation. For each task, two phases were required. In the teaching
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phase, the operator must configure the system for the desired movement function. In the
status driven case, the operator must also specify the sensing points using the touch panel.
In the second phase, the actual movement is performed. In the case of status driven
control, the system controls and performs the movement. In manual control, the human
manipulates the object by touching and dragging his finger in the direction of the desired
motion.
The results of the two experiments with ten subjects (Figure 29 and Figure 30) were
averaged and are shown in Table 7. The results clearly show that the execution phase is
performed more quickly when under status driven control. Unfortunately, the
implementation of the current status driven teaching phase interface requires considerable
time to specify all of the necessary sensing points.
It is also important to note in Figure 30 and the last line of Table 7 that the status
driven mode ensured the completion of the task. One of the operators during the manual
insertion task was unable to complete the task before ramming the “peg” into the work
environment.
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Figure 29. Place experiment results
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Figure 30. Insert experiment results

Table 7. Comparison of Status Driven vs. Manual Operation for
Placement and Insertion
Placement
SD Manual
43.1
6.0
21.4
32.0
64.5
38.0

Teaching Time
Execution Time
Total Time

(s)
(s)
(s)

Completion

(%) 100
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Insertion
SD
Manual
40.1
5.2
27.3
38.7
67.4
43.9
100

90
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8. Cell Handling System & Experiments
8.1 Task Description and Motivations
The BBM-CHS is used in the preparation of single Mato fluorescent granular
perithelial (FGP) cells for analysis. Mato FGP cells are found in the brain and studied for
their relationship to aging and high-fat diets. Mato FGP cells, sometimes referred to as
perivascular cells, are approximately 10 microns in diameter and exhibit an autofluorescent glow in the range 520 - 570 nm (green light) when exposed to ultraviolet light.
This auto-fluorescent property is exploited in the image processing to help establish the
approximate boundaries of the cell (Figure 31).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 31. Mato FGP cells (a) under white light, (b) under
ultraviolet light. (c) Cells and blood vessel outlined.
Individual cell analysis and manipulation is becoming increasing important for
biological investigation. Heretofore methods of processing typically involved processing
enmass without regard to the potentially disrupting effects of the tissue surrounding the
cells. As individual cell manipulation is a developing field, there is very little human
experience in such areas as how to manipulate the cell, tolerances of manipulations,
appropriate tools, appropriate processes, etc. To help rapidly accumulate and exploit the
new experiences and techniques currently being developed, the behavior sampling system
is especially effective and being actively used. Biologists can maintain extremely accurate
records of manipulation trials by visually reviewing the specific steps that a particular cell
underwent. Status on demand functions can then be used to help recreate processes that
were deemed effective.
One of the first examples of the Mato FGP cell processing is isolating the cell from the
surrounding tissue followed by picking the cell up and placing it in a separate processing
tube. Although special lighting conditions combined with the auto-fluorescent property of
the Mato FGP cell do provide reasonable general cell boundary discrimination
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information, studies of various segmentation techniques are performed manually in order
to observe the variances of the separation processing results. Behavior sampling can be
used to record the scraping path control information along with the visual information of
the work environment.
A typical set of tasks in cell processing is shown in the “task/step” column of Table 8.
In order to apply behavior sampling, the conditions or transitions of the processing
environment must be detectable as signs or thresholds. The last two columns of Table 8
indicate typical indicators and thresholds for the associated visual and control signs. The
sensing point information from the manipulator movement can be used directly. Sign
identification of manually and externally generated conditions relies on low level image
processing techniques in order to remain unobtrusive to the operator. Typical techniques
include real time analysis of histograms and motion vector estimates.
For example, when the operator irrigates the cell area in step 3b, the process is manual
cannot be detected from the control signals. However, in the visual domain, the image
features change drastically. As the fluid is squirted onto the cell area, it forms a slight
bubble. Since the cell is being illuminated from under the slide viewing area, the bubble
causes the light to be refracted when it passes through. This appears as the center of the
bubble becoming substantially brighter and the edge of the fluid bubble to become quite
dark. Since the fluid bubble typically grows to occupy a substantial portion of the
viewing area, the distribution of pixel intensity values changes noticeably. The amount of
"near white" and "near black" pixels increases substantially. This change in the image
features is easily detectable by simple low level image processing routines and can be
used to indicate a task transition in the behavior sampled structure.
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Table 8. Mato cell processing steps
behavior sampling discrimination criteria
Task # Step
Condition(s) /
Transition(s)
1 Isolation
1a Find (each) Mato cell
UV light /
Slide movement

2

3

4

with corresponding
Sign or Threshold

Histogram detection /
Stage sensing point
control data
1b Manual scrape initial path
Scraper movement
Tool sensing point
control data
1c Automatically scrape wider Scraper movement
Tool sensing point
path
control data
1d Inspect the cell isolation
UV light
Histogram thresholds
1e Repeat 1 for desired number Slide stage movement Global motion vectors
of cells
Tool change
2a Remove scraping tool
Scene transition
Template tracking and
fixture
"home" command
2b Introduce irrigating pipette New object
Template matching
2c Introduce pick pipette
New object
Template matching
Collection (Pick)
3a Reacquire (each) scraped
Slide stage movement Stage sensing point
Mato cell
control data
3b Irrigate around cell
Refraction change
Histogram thresholds
from water
3c Pick (draw) cell
Refraction change
Histogram thresholds
from water
3d Inspect pick
UV light
Histogram thresholds
3e Repeat 3 for each cell
Slide stage movement Global motion vectors
Place
4a Place all cells into sample
Scene transition
None - out of
tube
microscope frame of
view

8.2 System Architecture
The complete implementation of a bilateral behavior media system is in conjunction
with the cell handling system (BBM-CHS). Section 8.2.1 introduces the hardware of both
the cell handling systems and the bilateral behavior media system.

Section 8.2.2

introduces the software architecture and interface of the bilateral behavior system
connected to the cell handling system.

8.2.1 Hardware Description
The CHS [29] is capable of manipulating individual biological cells under optical
microscopes. The scrapping tool effective width is approximately two micrometers and
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the translation accuracy is 0.5 micrometers. The system allows the simultaneous recording
of the visual cell work environment as well as the manipulator control information.
The hardware used for the experiments includes: an Olympus BX60 microscope, 420480 nm ultraviolet and white light sources, Sony XC-711 CCD camera, Matrox Genesis
PCI image capture and processing board with TI 320C80 multi-DSP, Sigma mini-40XY
pulse stepping motor stage, SMC-3(PC) pulse motor controller board, i686 MMX 266
MHz PC. (see Figure 32) The WinNT 4.0 hosted software allows mouse based two d.o.f.
control of the scraper by simply clicking on the captured image of the magnified work
area.
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Figure 32. Block Diagram of Experiment system
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Figure 33. Microscope and Cell Handling System

8.2.2 System Software Overview
The overall software system block diagram is shown in Figure 34. The upper half of
Figure 34 shows a high level architecture identical to the SD-MHS described in chapter 7.
In this instance, the BBM-CHS only needs to implement the "point" function as described
below.

The lower half of Figure 34 shows the additions necessary to perform the

Behavior Sampling and Status on Demand functionality. Behavior Sampling and Status
on Demand required several basic software functions and components shown in Table 9.
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Figure 34. BBM System Software Architecture

Table 9. Software Components and Source
Functionality

Source

Image Segmentation and
Extraction

Custom implementation

Visual Scene Description

BIFS from MPEG-4 Systems IM1 Toolkit

Control Scene Description

NCA custom implementation that augmented
BIFS

Multiplexing

MPEG-4 IM1 Toolkit

Visual Object Display

MPEG-4 IM1 Toolkit

Visual Control Scene Display

Custom Implementation

8.2.3 Interfaces
The teleoperator uses the system mouse to select the target and environment sensing
point on an overlay of a real time video capture of the work area (See Figure 35(a)). The
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system then attempts to move the tool sensing point to the operator selected environment
sensing point in a straight path. As the tool moves, tissue is scrapped from the slide
surface.
The operator is not required to wait for the manipulator to complete it’s move to an
individual environment sensing point. The operator can continue to designate successive
environment sensing points and the system will successively use each one as the goal
sensing point for the tool sensing point. This feature is referred to as click ahead.

(a)

(b)

Figure 35. System interfaces (a) CHS teleoperation inter-face
(b) long term status on demand interface. The manipulator
(shown in Figure 4) is the dark central region.

8.3 Status Driven for Cell Handling System
To control the scraper of task #1 of Mato Cell manipulation, the Status Driven "point"
function is sufficient. The operator needs to specify a sensing point on the tool which is
typically placed on the contact portion of the micro scrapper. After that simple teaching
phase the operator can simply set a sensing point anywhere in the manipulation area using
a mouse click and the Status Driven system will cause the tool sensing point and the
environment sensing point to coincide using as straight of path as conditions will allow.
The system causes the scrape tool to move so that the sensing points will coincide. Since
the scraping tools is in contact with the surface, the tissue is removed along the path.
Dynamic environments such as system vibration or surface unevenness may cause the
scraping path to diverge from a straight line, however since visual feedback is employed
the goal position will always be achieved. Fine motion or extremely straight lines can be
achieved by having the operator set several sensing points. Figure 36 shows the operator
display during such a sequence.
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Figure 36. Status Driven interface details for CHS

8.4 Behavior Sampling for Cell Handling System
Implementation of a behavior sampling system entailed developing two main
components 1) an automated video segmentation method and 2) control information
processing and storing. These are shown in the dashed boxed in Figure 37 and described
in detail in the following two sections.
The object and scene encoding and decoding functions are part of the MPEG-4
framework. (For an introduction to MPEG-4 and objected based processing, please see
section 3.3 in the present document.) MPEG-4 provides a toolbox of functions for video
encoding such as specifying and encoding individual objects and specifying the scene
composition with BIFS.

MPEG-4 does not provide mechanisms for segregating or

extracting objects from a video frame nor does it provide a mechanism for describing
control relationships between objects.
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Figure 37. System Architecture - Behavior Sampling Details

8.4.1 Segmentation and Extract of Visual Objects
Although many schemes have been introduced to automatically segment an arbitrary
video frame into meaningful objects, most have encountered only limited success or
required highly constrained video sequences. Further, tracking of the objects and various
types of motions in the sequence is also challenging.
The behavior sampling system exploits the teleoperated control nature of the video
scene to aid in the segmentation of the video image into individual control objects. When
an operator initiates a teleoperation sequence, he must specify the sensing points and
mode/function of the system in order to describe the final state of his manipulation desires
to the system. For the recording subsystem, specification of the individual video objects is
also necessary. Although edge detection and morphological techniques alone can be used
to provide proposed scene segmentation based on inter pixel contrast, it is desirable to
relegate as many of the proposed objects to the background object plane to dramatically
reduce the number of relevant objects to be tracked and encoded. The specification of the
sensing points by the operator provides an efficient and non-intrusive means of separating
relevant video objects by only selecting the object edges in proximity to the sensing
points.

8.4.2 Visual and Control Scene Description
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Spatial-temporal hierarchical object description of the scene follows the MPEG-4
scene description mechanism: Binary Format for Scenes (BIFS) [30].

(For an

introduction to BIFS and objected based processing, please see section 3.3 in the present
document.) Relevant groups of pixels in the image are grouped to form the target and
environment object nodes. Compound sets of object nodes form tasks. Individual objects
typically will have one or more sensing points associated with it. In this regard, the
sensing points are part of the spatial-temporal description of the scene even though the
sensing points themselves are not part of the image representation. Although MPEG-4
provides anchor points and bounding boxes to reference a given blob as a video object,
those anchor points typically have no relevance to manipulation surfaces on the object. In
general, more than one pixel is necessary to describe a manipulatable characteristic of a
target or environment object. For example, two sensing points may be used to describe an
edge for placement. Figure 38 shows portions of the textual representation of BIFS with
NCA graphically shown in Figure 21. BIFS is also encoded into a binary stream and
multiplexed with the visual data stream.
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DEF GRP Group2D {
children [
# First Visual Object
def VO1 transform2D {
translation 0.0 400.0
children [
def I2 transform2D {
translation 0.0 -0.0
children [
image2D { url 2 } ] } ] }
def I1002 transform2D {
translation 20.0 38.0
children [
def SP1 SensingPoint
…
# Second Visual Object
def VO2 transform2D {
…
# Update
AT 3000 {
APPEND TO GRP.children
Transform2D {
translation 100 100
children [
Use VO1
…
# NCA
AT 4000 {
APPEND TO VO1.children
Content {
children [
Generic
children[
name{ "Object1" }
…

Figure 38. Textual representation of scene description

During the time of the status driven control, the behavior sampling system is recording
the operator selected sensing points and the NCA tree is being created for BIFS. Figure
39 shows the successive task scenes through out the typical isolate, pick, and place
process. Note that objects and tree nodes are deleted and created as the task progresses.
Intrinsic information in the sensing point includes the intermediate location of the tool
sensing point as it transitions between environment sensing points. (See Figure 44(c) )
Further, image fragments of the manipulator tool tip, cell area, and background are also
sampled and recorded as visual objects.
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ISOLATE, PICK, PLACE PROCESS 1

TASK1

VO1

SP1
G: I: X,Y,T
A: -

G: CELL
I: VIDEO
A: -

G: SCRAPE MODE
I: A: SP1+SP2
VO3

VO2

TASK2

G: BACKGROUND
I: VIDEO
A: -

VO3
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G: SCRAPE TOOL
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Figure 39. BIFS and NCAs for the Isolate, Pick, & Place
process

If the operator chooses to manually manipulate the slave with the joystick control,
behavior sampling is still able to collect most of the visual control information. (See
Figure 44(b) ) In that case, the operator must perform a one time designation of the tool
tip to the tracking hardware.

8.5 Status on Demand Functions
Several Status on Demand functions were developed for processing Mato FGP cells on
the Cell Handling System. Most of the functions are generic so that they can be used for
other applications as well.

8.5.1 Short Term
In this system implementation, the short term status on demand functions include:
undo, redo, compound manipulation designation, automatic polygon closure, and
enhanced redo, and rectangular scrape.

8.5.1.1 Undo
Undo returns the manipulator to the previous position. Since the scraping process is
not reversible, the undo function does not restore the tissue state but it does return the
previous position indicated by the sensing point. Once the manipulator has moved back to
the previous state, the operator can choose a new manipulation. This the of functionality
is useful for new users or extremely dynamic conditions were a scrape path was
performed but did not accomplish the type of scrapping the user desired.

8.5.1.2 Redo
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Redo returns the manipulator to the previous state and then tries to redo the
manipulation with a straighter path. This is useful when surface factors or tool dynamics
prevented the previous movement from being a straight enough line, yet the straight path
between the sensing points was the operator desired path.

8.5.1.3 Compound and Enhanced Redo
The system also allows the operator to designate a compound set of manipulations as a
single unit. This is useful to describe the series of piece-wise linear scrapes around a
single Mato cell as a single manipulation. The enhanced redo function can then be used
to repeat the entire compound set on manipulations put with a slightly larger radius. This
allows the operator to precisely specify the cell boundary but then allows the system to
automatically clear a successively wider zone around the cell. (See Figure 44(d) )

8.5.1.4 Polygon Closure
The automatic polygon closure function instructs the system to return the manipulator
sensing point to the initial sensing point in the compound set. This ensures that the
scraping path around the cell is complete.

8.5.1.5 Rectangular Scrape
The rectangular scrape function allows the operator to specify two environmental
sensing points that are the upper left and lower right vertices of a rectangular region inside
of which the manipulator will raster scan scrape.

8.5.2 Long term
8.5.2.1 Multilevel Play / IM1
The interface to the long term status on demand subsystem allows the user to navigate
the visual and control structure contained in the MPEG-4 file. The interface can display
the same set of visual and control information that the teleoperator saw during task
execution. (See Figure 40) Further, the user can select which of the visual objects and
control information is displayed (Figure 41).

The display of visual objects can be

independently selected. Likewise, display of control information is independent of the
display of visual information. For example, the user may choose to display the tool visual
object and the sensing point information and choose to not display the background
information nor text messages.
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The visual control data can be "played" in real time, paused, "fast forwarded", or
"jumped". The jump functionality allows the user to step through the stream and
automatically pause at the next state change or a point in the syntactic control structure.
This can be used to create a summary of the sequence in a few still images.

Goal Sensing Points
(large crosses)

Status Driven feedback occurances
(light grey)

Tool Sensing point tracking

Straight line approximation

Figure 40. Long Term Status on Demand Interface details for
the Cell Handling System (CHS)
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(a) Background only

(b) Tool and Control Objects

(c) Control Objects only

Figure 41. Multi-level views of modified IM1 interface
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8.6 Cell Handing Experiments
Experiments with the behavior sampling system connected to the cell handling system
(CHS) were conducted.
Figure 42 shows the results of an operator manually scrapping around the cell. During
the cell scraping, images of the process were captured along with the corresponding
control movements. The behavior sampling system combined with the cell handling
system has accumulated numerous cell manipulation trials.

Figure 42. Results of manual scraping followed by automatic
scrapping passes with increasingly wider paths.
Besides the long term analysis possible with behavior sampling, behavior sampling can
be combined with status on demand to provide immediate assistance to the operator.
Separating the cell from the surrounding tissue requires a band of sufficient width from
the surrounding tissue. This band is wider than the scrapping area of the tool, thus several
passes of the tool are required. A specialized form of the status on demand redo function
has been developed to automatically scrape increasingly wider paths based upon the initial
path. (See Figure 42.)

8.6.1 Status Driven
Several experiments were conducted to compare the speed and accuracy of status
driven control versus manual control. The manual control replicates the Sigma MINI-5P
controller used in conjunction with the Sigma MINI-40XY pulse stepping motor stage. A
path similar to the outline of a Mato cell was displayed on the control screen (Figure
44(a)). The users were asked to attempt to follow the path manually. Figure 44 (b) shows
the typical difficulty of the operator to follow the path accurately. Figure 44 (c) uses
status driven control and shows the sensing points (drawn as larger crosses) that were set
by the operator and the dots show the path followed by the tool. Figure 45 show the
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significantly shorter time to accomplish the task using status driven interface compared to
manual manipulation. If the operator exploits the sensing point “click ahead” feature, the
specification time requires less than one forth of the time compared to manual control.
The overall execution time for status driven execution is also improved when the operator
uses click ahead.
Another feature of status driven control is the reduction of the direct concentration
required by the operators. The operators typically can specify sensing points faster than
the tool can scrape and the user does not need to concentrate or observe the completing
motion. This is in marked contrast to the manual control method where the user must
continually concentrate during the entire execution time and ones of the most favorable
points cited by the teleloperators.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 43. Cell illuminated with (a) white light and (b) UV
light. (center); (c) Overlay view of enhanced redo paths.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 44. (a) test path. Control Data: (b) manual. (c) status
driven. (d) status driven followed by status on demand
enhanced redo.
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Figure 45. Scrape execution time (5 subjects)

8.6.2 Behavior Sampling
The complete CHS system is able to simultaneously accomplish real time image
capture, status driven control, behavior sampling, storage of the compressed structured
data, and short term status on demand functions. A behavior sampling visual control
(MPEG-4) file is typically 1/100 the size of raw video.
The behavior sampling system combined with the cell handling system has
accumulated numerous cell manipulation trials. We have collected visual control data
from several operators and different types of tasks. For example, manipulations with a
combination of the scraping tool and a pick & place using a micro pipette (Figure 46)
were collected. Analysis of the collected data has lead to improvements in the sampling
rates.
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Figure 46. Pick & Place using micro pipette

8.6.3 Status on Demand
The status on demand experiments show the effectiveness of enhanced redo function,
summarization feature, and easy customization feature.
Besides the long term analysis possible with behavior sampling, behavior sampling can
be combined with status on demand to provide immediate assistance to the operator.
Separating the cell from the surrounding tissue requires a band of sufficient width from
the surrounding tissue. This band is wider than the scrapping area of the tool, thus several
passes of the tool are required. A specialized form of the status on demand enhanced redo
function has been developed to automatically scrape increasingly wider paths based upon
the initial manual path. (See Figure 43 (c) and Figure 44(d).)
The summarization feature selects images from the sequences where changes in the
state indicate changes in the individual steps to form a task. A typical example in shown
in Figure 47. Since the behavior sampled files are syntactically based, it is easy to add
other analysis functions for new users.
The use of the micro-pipette in CHS experiments (Figure 46 and Figure 47) was added
to the basic CHS with minimal effort by another experimenter. Since Pick & Place with
the micro-pipette had a rather low success rate, custom analysis functions were developed
to improve the positioning of the micro-pipette prior to applying suction for the pick
operation.
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Figure 47. Summarization of scrape and pick sequence

8.7 End-to-End Example
Annex D describes an example operation from the time the operator turns on the
system until a task is completed.
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9. Epilogue
9.1 Review
We have introduced the bilateral behavior media paradigm as an effective way of
visually interacting for teleoperation. Bilateral Behavior Media encompasses three
components: Status Driven control, Behavior Sampling accumulation, and Status on
Demand assistance. The Status Driven control method allows visual specification and
verification of task states. Behavior Sampling allows the system to sample, structure, and
store motion control sequences and their associated imagery. Status on Demand allows the
behavior sampled data to be accessed and reused to repeat or redo a recorded sequence.
Experiments have shown the effectiveness of the approach in microworld manipulation
of biological cells. The BBM CHS system allows significantly faster and more robust
control of individual cell manipulations. Experiments using the cell handling system
accumulated and archived many sequences of biological cells manipulations that are
available for training new operators and improved manipulation techniques.

9.2 Contributions
The thesis has proposed the BBM paradigm for visually based teleoperation. The main
contributions of the thesis are as follows:
1.

A new perspective for visual based teleoperation.
The application of hypermedia and syntactical principles to visual based servoing
allows a rigorous analysis of the various media in a visual feedback system. Image
feature results can be directly coordinated to the control commands and motions
that cause changes in the viewed scene. As new systems and software based on
the MPEG-4 standard are being developed, they can be applied to visual based
teleoperation.

2.

A real time system that validates BBM.
The Bilateral Behavior Media Cell Handling System (BBM-CHS) implements the
three functionality’s introduced in the BBM paradigm. 1) Status Driven Visual
based control scrapes cells 4-5 times faster than manual methods. 2) Behavior
Sampling can syntactically analyze full rate motion video and compress the video
in real time. 3) Short Term Status on Demand allows the operator to immediately
re-manipulate without specifying new sensing points. Long term Status on
Demand allows navigation of visual control sequence with a responsive VCR like
user interface.
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3.

The BBM-CHS interface significantly improves interaction between humans and
the microworld.
The first implementation of Status Driven control in the Status Driven Micro
Handling System (SD-MHS) required considerable time in the teaching phase
causing the overall teleoperation time to be on par with manual manipulation.
This is mainly due to a poor human interface design. The Status Driven interface
of BBM-CHS cut overall teleoperation time to one-forth of manual execution.
This was achieved by utilize a common user interface associated with mouse
point and click action. Efficient and intuitive interfaces allow people with nonrobotic or non-technical backgrounds to seamlessly operate microworld robots.

4.

A library of cell manipulation sequences has been initiated.
Various teleoperation trials in the development of the system and cell
manipulation are available to help future cell manipulators learn the
characteristics of cell manipulation. These sequences can be used to instruct new
or inexperienced teleoperators on the basics or microworld manipulation and
physics. Since the sequences are segmented, the control aspect or the visual
aspect can be individually displayed to highlight different topics to be learned.

5.

A framework for additional and customized assistance through Status on Demand.
The implementation of the Short Term Status on Demand queue structure and the
Long Term Status on Demand syntactical file structure allow future researchers to
develop new commands and functions for the existing BBM system and MPEG-4
files. Being able to easily add new functions could further enhance the Cell
Handling System or be applied to other applications and manipulation systems.

9.3 Future Work
As with any research endeavor, the work initiated in this thesis is incomplete. This
section suggests additional areas of research closely related to visual based teleoperation.
Additionally, I have tried to suggest starting points for ideas suggested by others in the
course of reviewing the present work.

9.3.1 Additional Functions
As indicated in the system descriptions, the implemented Status Driven and Status on
Demand functions are not exhaustive. As new tools are introduced into the Cell Handling
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system and future versions of the cell Handling hardware, new Status Driven functions
will be necessary.

9.3.2 Implementing BBM in other applications
Implementing BBM for other applications is a two step process. At the higher level,
the developer should analyze what types of manipulation and process that are necessary
for the new application. Will the automatic mode Status Driven functions point, center, or
arrow functions sufficiently describe the relationship between the initial and goal state of
the objects to be manipulated? If those functions are insufficient the developer will need
to define new functions or form compound sequences of current functions. Similarly, the
typical process steps of the application should be identified as much as possible in order
to relate which Behavior Sampling techniques can be used to perform the syntactical
analysis. Perhaps new low level image processing techniques will be necessary to more
reliably segment the image view or task transitions.
The second step concerns implementing the actual software modules. Any newly
defined Status Driven functions will need new feedback analyses modules. Similarly if
different motors and actuators are to be used, no controller drivers would need to be
developed to translate the Status Driven translation and rotation indications into explicit
hardware movement control signals.

Available hardware interfaces already include

Ethernet sockets, RS-232, and proprietary parallel interfaces.

The new Behavior

Sampling modules need to process data in real time and output time stamped values
representing the estimates of their image processing analysis. Output value thresholds of
significance will also need to be identified

9.3.3 3D and Multiview Motion
The paradigm heretofore has been tacitly described assuming two dimensional motion.
Status driven techniques are extensible to three dimensional motion in a manner similar to
other types of 3 dimensional visual servoing techniques [1,13]
Working in three dimensions requires at least two visual sensors. Visual sensors can
be arranged in stereoscopic or orthogonal view configurations. In orthogonal
configurations, sensing points are defined in each view and correspond to independent
manipulation in the independent viewing plane. Figure 48 shows a proposed system with
the heretofore top view supplemented by a side view videoscope. The side view allows
scrape penetration information and cell height to be included in the Status Driven sensor
information. Sensing points are defined independently in the two views and the feedback
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algorithms control X-Y motion using the top camera and Z movement using the side
videoscope.

Objective Lens
with top view

Z
X

y

X

Stretch Sample

Videoscope
with side view

Cell Slide

Glass Micro Scraper

X-Y Stage
Stepping Motors

X-Y-Z Tool
Stepping Motors

Figure 48. Status Driven in 3D (Orthogonal cameras)

Similarly, Status Driven control can be extended to multiple visual sensor necessary to
observe all aspects of components in environments with significant occlusion. Sensing
point and Status driven control feedback can be applied to the relevant motion in each
view. Behavior Sampling is already able to parse and structure multiple visual streams
since it already does so for each of the visual objects that are being tracked.

9.3.4 "Redo" from MPEG-4 file
As other manipulation systems that support Bilateral Behavior Media and other
applications of visual based microworld teleoperation are envisioned, it would be
beneficial to take advantage of the store of knowledge from the existing sequences stored
in visual control MPEG-4 files. Although it seems unlikely to reapply the movement of
sensing points associated with certain images to arbitrarily shaped images, the criteria
operators use to select sensing points with respect to an image and the progression of the
tasks can probably be gleaned and reused. This may allow the output of Long Term Status
on Demand to be fed directly into the Status Driven controller.

9.3.5 MPEG-7 / Multimedia Database
Although Bilateral Behavior Media embraces MPEG-7 and OCI concepts, the object
description schemes of MPEG-7 are only in the initial stages. Indeed, the MPEG-7
standard is not expected to reach maturity until the year 2001. Since MPEG-7 will be the
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"Multimedia Content Description Interface" standard for information search, further work
in visually based teleoperation can establish the necessity of description schemes that
encounter media other than the traditional audio and video media.

9.3.6 Multiple types of sensors / Sensor Fusion
The present work in Status Driven control has concentrated on Visual based feedback.
However, Status Driven control is amenable to other types of sensor feedback control.
Another typical type of sensor found in robotic systems is force measuring devices. The
concept of using both force sensors and visual sensors is briefly introduced.
In the auto mode functions, the status relationships are formed between pairs of
sensing points.

However in shared mode functions, the relationship can be defined

between a single sensing point and a visual surface. For example the KEEP-1 function
shown in Figure 17(b). In that type of function, a certain general constraint must be meet
at the location of the sensing point. A force could also be integrated to sensing point. The
control system merely needs to know the orientation of the force sensor so that movement
in the appropriately defined directions causes the values of the force sensor to increase or
decrease. (See Figure 49) Since the force sensor will typically be inflexible with respect
to the manipulator, the operator will not need to specify the location of the sensing point.
However the operator will need to define the force value constraint, the so-called forcemovement relationship. In keeping with the visual theme, graphical size and color of the
sensing point could indicate the amount of force. Further, the system could be lead to
empirically apply force until the operator indicates the desired amount.

Manipulator Arm
Force Sensor
Tool Tip

Force-Movement
Relationship

Force Sensing Point

Figure 49. Force Feedback Sensor to Movement Relationship
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Annexes
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Annex A: Software Implementation Paradigm
The software for the system was developed on a Windows NT 4.0 system.
Programming real time systems under Windows NT 4.0 is somewhat problematic in that
there are many non-deterministic events that can cause the operating system to fail to
respond to real time input and processing in a timely manner. However, Windows NT 4.0
was selected of UNIX base system because of the availability of the Matrox Imaging
Library (MIL) and Genesis Native Library (GNL) for optimized preprogrammed image
processing functions.

Further, the CSELT IM1-2D MPEG-4 player was primarily

developed and intended for Windows NT 4.0.

Although there were other MPEG-4

players and composers that run under UNIX based systems the CSELT player most
closely fulfilled the necessary requirement for integration in the Bilateral Behavior Media
systems.
The development environment consisted of Microsoft Visual Studio 97, Visual C++
5.0 compiler, and the Microsoft Foundation Code (MFC) library. In addition, several
components of the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) program were utilized
including the Software Development Kit (SDK) and Device Driver development Kit
(DDK). In particular, the interfacing of the stage and manipulator motor controllers
required writing kernel level drivers.
Status Driven control and behavior sampling are implemented in the control and
recording application termed MdispMFC. The application project used an MFC based
object oriented programming approach that allowed an easily developed and organized
interface to the event driven code. Instead of traditional sequential processed based
applications, various functions such as image grabbing and saving, motor control, object
tracking, and user interface were individually handled in an event driven manner.
The most time sensitive large data process was the capture and display of the video
images which occur at the NTSC video rate of 30 frames per second. Processing the
tracking vision information and the manipulator controller also occurred at the same rate,
however the amount of data to be input, calculated and output was substantially less.
Tracking of sensing points was handled as a co-process on separate hardware: the Sun
with its attached Fujitsu Tracking Vision hardware. Information between the main PC
process and the Sun was communicated through the TCP/IP sockets protocol on an
Ethernet network. The tool manipulator controller unit did offer some unattended open
loop control of the X-Y motors, however the overall visual feedback control loop required
constant parameter and initialization of the motor controller subsystem.
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Annex B: Original Project Proposal
This Annex contains the text of the original research project proposal generated during
the summer of 1995 in preparation for the entrance examination in the University of
Tokyo.

Research on Bidirectional Behavior Media
Abstract
In this work, we investigate, describe, and synthesize methods where machine behavior
and human behavior are conveyed and reinforce each other. This man-machine
communication utilizes several channels or media, and gains bidirectionality as a result of
the active expression of behavior by the machine for the human. This research is naturally
partitioned into 3 phases: 1) making the machine aware of the human’s behavior through
observation of non-verbal communication, 2) defining machine behaviors in a hierarchy
based on the phase of support needed by the human, and 3) integration of the observation
and support functions to form a closed loop of bidirectional media. Each of these 3 phases
is to be allotted approximately one year each for completion. In the following subsections,
each phase will be outlined including the expected results.

Introduction and Motivation
The advent of powerful appliances, machines, and computers with sophisticated
applications has provided an increase in productivity and human comfort. However, many
people are still frustrated with these high tech devices because these machines often do
not really understand what the human user really wants, or the user is forced to succumb
to an explanation mechanism that is much more convenient for the machine itself. Much
ado has been placed on user-friendliness in recent products, but the perspective should
shift to

user-support and user-understanding by the machine actively seeking to

understand the user through observation and interpretation of the user’s behavior. Further,
it is desirable that this observation of behavior does not involve conscious interaction by
the human. Simply put, the machine should "know" and assist what a human wants to
perform without the user having to explicitly request assistance from the machine. Indeed,
much of human to human communication occurs in a non-verbal or unconscious manner.
We will address a methodology for extracting, classifying, and portraying various
levels of human behavior for interpretation and display by machines. In this context,
behavior involves manifestations of communication, description, and support. Since these
expressions encompass several types of channels such as visual, tactile, and aural, we
term this collection of mechanisms behavior media. Bidirectionality is achieved when the
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machine takes an active role in determining human behavior and modifying its own
behavior accordingly.
This project will address behavior media in 3 phases. First, the non-verbal behavior of
humans must be understood by the machine. This will be accomplished by observing the
usage of tools by the human through video sensors where relevant behavior such as
movement over time and space is extracted and extraneous information is eliminated.
Second, information extracted from the behavior sequence of phase 1 modifies the
behavior of the machine towards the human. The behavior information sequence for phase
1 can also be used to display an example to the human. Finally, integration and iteration
of the first two phases yield a man machine symbiosis that allows for improvements in the
task or support process.
These techniques are useful in several fields of endeavor. In a learning environment,
the "teaching machine" can establish the initial level of the student and then modify the
content and the pace of presentation for the student by observing the behavior of the
student. If the machine can help make unfamiliar tasks quickly familiar to the human, the
human become more productive sooner and does not waste time with frustration at being
unable to readily accomplish the task. This is particularly evident when a human must
perform tasks in different "world" or realm that he is unaccustomed. Even tasks that were
simple to perform in the "normal" world can become difficult if the human in the zero
gravity world of outer space or the [resistance] of being in an underwater environment.
Likewise, a human trying to assemble devices on a micrometer or nanometer scale is illprepared to work in a world were static (tension) forces are stronger than gravitational
forces.
In this rest of this proposal, we will outline the areas to be reviewed, describe the
themes to be examined and then describe our experimental method to validate and refine
the models of bidirectional behavior media.

Phase 1: Behavior Media for Understanding (human Ð machine )
Method: Human behavior sampling of video images
Abstract:

Digitization of images from video cameras is often used to chronicle non-verbal
behavior of humans such as movement of tools. However, a standard video image contains
a substantial portion of information that is irrelevant to the behavior itself. In particular,
characteristics such as surface texture and true form are not necessary to infer the
movement or behavior itself. Techniques such as noise filtering, morphological closing
(thickening and thinning) and interframe compression (similar to MPEG2 techniques) will
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be utilized as the first step in the data reduction process. For the second step, a novel highlevel model based compression process will be developed and optimized where analysis
of motion will lead to a so-called "behavior sampling" where non-uniform samples of the
video images will be extracted. This behavior sampling will segment the minimum
relevant changes in low-level behavior retained for higher levels of analysis.
The areas of interest in the images include the tools used by the operator. In order to
provide higher levels of abstract compression, types of motions will be identified. In
particular, identifying the transitions from one form of movement to another will be used
to segment the behaviors of the operator.
Prior to this work, relevant papers on behavior media and image compression will be
reviewed.
Outline:

•

Introduction - A multistage technique for reducing image data to be suitable
for simple behavior extraction.

•

Modeling based on non-uniform sampling of the interframe differences and
morphological processing reducing movement to pseudo stick figures.

•

Experiment: Validation through human recognition of behavior sampled
series.

•

Goal: Substantially reduce data to allow automated data extraction but still
have behavior recognizable by humans.

Phase 2: Behavior Media for Expression (machineÐ human)
Method: Multiphase human support and display based on hierarchical observation of
human behavior.
Abstract:

The second phase of study builds on the first by assigning a hierarchical model to the
extracted behavior sequence that identifies the phase of the task the human is performing.
This allows the support machine to customize the support for the human by appropriately
modifying its behavior and display of information to fit the needs of the human for that
particular level of work or learning. Further, the machine is also able to competently
manipulate the [visual] environment for the user based on the user’s behavior. For
example, in a learning situation, the machine would identify what step the human is trying
to learn and would provide active support. The machine behavior could switch to various
non-verbal "learning by example" modes where the correct method is displayed on the
work surface. During learning, replay of past good or bad trials can help reinforce
learning.
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While the images in phase 1 achieve some enhancement through noise suppression, the
playback of compressed images in phase 2 can achieve enhancement through the use of
graphic overlays to highlight relevant objects. Further the overlays can be made to move
independent of the actual objects in order to guide (refine) the operator’s current
movement or to suggest possible behavior to the operator. New behavior in a current work
situation can be expressed by animating appearances of relevant objects (i.e., stock, probe,
work site.) Finally, since past behavior is stored in an abstract form, new sequences of
image events can be created by piecing together portions of prior behavior.
Outline:
•

Develop a hierarchical behavior model that segments the task phases based on
collective levels of movement.

•

Identification of the phases and levels of the required support mechanism.

•

Identification of appropriate non-verbal displays including replay of behavior
sampled data.

•

Goal: Fit the machine behavior, display, and environment to the correct
intention of the user’s task.

Phase 3: Integration
The final phase would be iterating the human behavior extraction and machine display
behavior to form a closed loop system for support throughout the entire learning or work
process. For someone beginning a new task, the machine will identify the human’s initial
level through observation of the non-verbal displays of behavior. Appropriate levels of
support would be provided by the machine and the change in the human’s behavior would
be re-evaluated to establish the subject’s progress, the support’s effectiveness, and improve
the interaction.. This series would be iterated until the machine deemed the work
completed or completion of learning. Experiments will focus on reducing completion time
in support environments or self sufficient instruction in learning environments. Goals
include improvements in procedures through reordering and optimization and
improvements in decision making through better system responses.
With respect to our chosen teleoperation application, both the system and procedure
teaching as well as the work performance would be made interactive. As the machine
infers the local task the operator is performing the display behavior would be modified. If
an operator is attempting to pluck a piece of stock, the intended and surrounding stock and
the probe would be highlighted and a suitable field of view would automatically be
selected. After successfully plucking a piece of stock and the operator indicated course
motion, field of view would automatically widen and visual cues to the construction site
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could be provided. Perhaps the probe can even be automatically be moved to the work
site. Once at the work site, the prior placed parts could be highlighted and perhaps
graphically displayed from different points of vantage. Summation of the resting positions
of prior stock movement would be used to create a graphic overlay on the work site. The
overlay would only be valid as long as the new placement of stock does not disturb the
prior placed parts.
Once the phase 3 system is complete, it would first be used to provide interactive
instruction to a new operator. Examples of techniques replayed from previous operators
would be displayed and the operator would be monitored as he practiced them. In some
cases of dangerous (to the tool) behavior or hesitancy, the operator would be given
graphical cues on preferred behavior. However, the so called learning monitoring and
computer instruction does not end after the formal learning stage. During routine work,
the performance of the behavior would be compared to past behavior sequences. If the
systems determines that a particular operator skill has degraded, the system would suggest
(or force) that the teaching session should be revisited.
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Annex C: Abstract in Japanese
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Annex D: End-to-End Operation Example
This Annex describes a cell scraping example in significant detail. The purpose is
twofold: 1) To allow future users of the software a detailed explanation of operating
procedures. 2) To elucidate the complete task steps from start to finish.
1. Turn on bachou (PC with NT 4.0E).
2. Turn on nano (Sun with tracking vision hardware).
3. Turn on video selector.
4. Turn on microscope light.
5. Turn on video CCD camera.
6. Turn on Sigma motor controller.
7. Turn on custom motor controller.
8. Ensure Cell slide is positioned correctly.
9. Adjust scraping tools so that it is the video camera frame of view.
10. Lower scraping tool so that it is effectively scrapping cell tissue (can be
verified through microscope).
11. From bachou, telnet to nano.
12. On nano, start tracking vision socket software.
“~palm/socket-examples/TrackingVision_server” Verify that message
“socket: listen” indicates it is operational. This program must be restarted
every time before each run of bachou 00_MdispMFC.exe application.
13. On bachou, start Microsoft Developer Studio 97.
14. On bachou, start behavior sampling and status driven software
“00_MdispMFC.exe” inside of Microsoft Developer Studio. (This allows
status messages to be viewed in the debug window).
15. Select “Overlay mode” (See Figure 32).
16. Start frame grabbing and control mode with “Grab [>” button. (See Figure
32).
17. Designate Tool sensing point by clicking once on the desired location of the
tool.
18. Subsequent clicks set milestone sensing points that the tool should go to. The
sensing points should be selected inside the blue square. The milestone
sensing points will be indicated with red crosses. Yellow cross indicate
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intermediate points. Blue crosses indicate Status Driven feedback. A green
line indicates the straightest path between points.
19. Pressing “u” key will undo the previous move.
20. Pressing “R” key will undo then redo the previous move.
21. Clicking and dragging the mouse to form a rectangle will cause the sensing
points to be set so that the rectangle will be scrapped.
22. Pressing “B” key will begin recording a compound move “macro”.
23. Pressing “E” key will end the compound move “macro” recording by setting
the final sensing point the same as the first sensing point in the compound
move.
24. Pressing “A” key will repeat the compound move macro by setting sensing
points slightly outside the compound move sensing points.
25. The joystick can be used to move the tool manually. Movement is still tracked
and recorded.
26. Click outside the blue rectangle to move the stage.
27. When done scrapping and moving, click “Grab []” to stop recording.
28. Quit program “00_MdispMFC.exe”.
29. Execute “00_Remux.bat” to convert the intermediate data to the single
MPEG-4 file named cell.mpg4.
30. To view the cell.mpg4 file, click on it to execute IM1-2D.exe (shown in
Figure 32(b)) Playing will automatically begin.
31. Under the view menu, select which items you want to view, they screen will
dynamically change to only show selected view items.
32. The “>>” button will fast forward the file.
33. The “||” button will pause the file. (May be somewhat slow response unless
IM1-2D.exe is run inside of the Visual Studio Debugger.).
34. The “>” button resumes normal play.
35. Quit “IM1-2D.exe” when desired.
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Annex E: Supplementary Reference Material
This Annex provides additional review of secondary related reference material. It
supplements Chapter 3.

This Joshi and Sanderson paper reports previous results to a recently updated R&A
Magazine article[32].
Abstract:
This paper presents an application of feature-based visual servoing to achieve accurate and
robust 3D filament alignment. Two orthogonal cameras are used to localize the five
degrees of freedom of an axi-symmetric filament. An algorithm for precisely estimating the
center and orientation features of a filament in a camera view is described. The use of
feature-based servoing overcomes the difficulty of 3D camera calibration in a factory
environment. These features drive a PID control loop for each view. The two views are
coupled in one degree of freedom, and the multiple-view controller switches between two
single-view controllers to achieve 3D servoing. The overall accuracy achieved is in
thousandths of an inch. Experimental results on the performance of the control algorithm
are discussed. Models explaining the system behavior are presented. The use of visual
servoing in this application far exceeds the positioning accuracy and the repeatability of
human operators.

In some previous work at the Sato Lab, a novel interface for teleoperation was
introduced [33].
Abstract:
This article describes a new micro-teleoperation system that is inherently suitable for
micro-object handling since it mitigates several drawbacks associated with human interface
devices. The system uses an upward-facing CRT display monitor mounted beneath a table.
An operator performs micro-tasks in a sitting posture at the table while looking down at the
monitor with a touch sensor screen situated between the operator’s arms. To execute these
tasks, microscope-observed images of the target objects are utilized in conjunction with the
touch sensor screen and a specially designed, pencil-shaped master manipulator having a
force-feedback function. The system incorporates the following characteristic features: (1)
intuitive teleoperation is possible because coincidence of the operating and monitoring
point is provided, (2) the pencil-shaped master manipulator enables sensitive bilateral
micro-teleoperation because of its light weight and small inertia for movement, and (3)
with the side of the right hand fixed in a pen-holder grip, the operator uses the master
manipulator to generate commands with a wide dynamic range of force feedback, i.e., the
operator can simultaneously feel force feedback during operation from both pressure/slip
sensory receptors on the fingertips and sensory receptors which detects stretching of the
finger muscles. The stated features are proved experimentally by the constructed microteleoperation prototype system.

The work by Sayers and Paul deals with a similar issue to Behavior Sampling: How to
optimally reduce the transmitted (stored) image size in a video sequence[34]. They go to
great extent to model the environment in order to calculate which camera and which
image to capture. The captured image are to provide meaning information about errors to
an operator who may receive the images delayed by 10 seconds.
Abstract:
This paper considers the performance of subsea intervention tasks from an unmanned
untethered submersible while using acoustic communications. It is argued that the low
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bandwidth and high delay imposed by acoustic modems makes it unwise to adopt
conventional teleoperation techniques and a system is presented which permits subsea
teleoperative tasks to be carried out using such limited communication resources. The
described implementation employs active techniques to assist the operator both in
performing actions and in recovering from those problems which will inevitably occur
during real-world interaction. It provides the operator with both simulated and real visual
imagery and is designed to adapt dynamically to changing bandwidth and computational
resources. Experiments are described in which an operator in Philadelphia, PA, controlled
a robot manipulator mounted on the JASON underwater vehicle submerged off the
Massachusetts coast. All communication over this 500-km distance was via a combination
of Internet and a simulated acoustic link. Analysis of the bandwidth requirements showed
them to be consistent with those from acoustic subsea networks.

Kheddar, Tzafestas, and Coiffet, (Lab. de Robotique, CNRS, Velizy, France) propose a
framework where the robotic action is hidden from the user by using an Intermediate
Functional Representation (IFR) [35]. The operator hands are tracked and a complex set
of transformations are used to calculate the robot motion.
Abstract:
This paper discusses the development of new teleoperator systems. While many
innovations during the last decade made teleoperation technology progress, some severe
well known lacks that we enumerate still persist. With respect to some attractive solutions
proposed for coping with these problems we designed a bilateral control scheme based on
what we called the hidden robot concept. The teleoperator achieves tasks manually in a
natural way within a virtual environment (VE). Thanks to suitable bilateral
transformations, the virtual tasks are being reproduced by any slave robot within the
remote site. Mainly task based, our approach is not considered like a high level task
knowledge based control. Rather, we consider it like a more refined shared autonomy
control with a high level abstraction interface. Three main components are developed: (i)
supervision loop, (ii) bilateral transformation layer, (iii) execution loop. The approach has
been validated experimentally and preliminary results as well as further work are
discussed.

Mitsuda, Maru, Fujikawa, and Miyazaki (Fac. of Eng. Sci., Osaka Univ., Japan)
propose using binocular visual space instead of cartesian space for controlling the
manipulator[36]. This is claimed to reduce calibration error, especially when active
cameras are used.
Abstract:
We propose a simple visual servoing scheme based on the use of binocular visual space.
When we use a hand-eye system which has a similar kinematic structure to a human being,
we can approximate the transformation from a binocular visual space to a joint space of the
manipulator as a linear time-invariant mapping. This relationship makes it possible to
generate joint velocities from image observations using a constant linear mapping. This
scheme is robust to calibration error, especially to camera turning, because it uses neither
camera angles nor joint angles. Some experimental results are also shown to demonstrate
the positioning precision remained unchanged despite the calibration error.

Kim, Kim; Kim, Lee and Park (Korea Institute of Science and Technology) propose to
assist human operators with virtual perception functions, virtual decision functions, and
virtual reaction function in their AOG system [37]. In general these augment the visual
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display presented to the operator. Status on Demand provides similar graphical
augmentation based on the task status.
Abstract:
Most existing teleoperation systems use video information for an operator to manipulate
remote system, or partially with force information. But these remain merely an assisting
information to human perception. In this paper, one new concept is presented, Active
Operator Guidance (AOG), which is comprehensive concept of assistance as well as
guiding tool for human operator using virtual environment from monitoring level (passive)
up to human reaction level (active). Two case studies explain how to use such AOG in
teleoperation. The results show that AOG is a powerful tool for precise and vital
teleoperation.

Penin, Caballero, Aracil, and Barrientos, (Dipt. de Automatica, Univ. Politecnica de
Madrid, Spain) conducted several experiments to define a model of human behavior in
manual teleoperation including cases with force feedback (FFB) [38]. This work is useful
for optimizing the intput devices use for manipulating the slave environment. In the case
of BBM, a 2 DOF mouse was used because it was familiar with operators and has been
optimized through mass deployment.
Abstract:
In master-slave teleoperation systems the control loop is closed through the human
operator. He acts as a controller generating actuating signals based in visual and kinesthetic
cues. It is then indispensable to have a model of his behavior in order to design and study
this type of systems coherently. Up to now only simplified arm dynamic models have been
included in the study of bilateral control schemes. This paper makes use of already existing
human-in-the loop models, developed for aircraft piloting, in order to construct a complete
and simple model of human behavior for master-slave teleoperation systems with visual
and kinesthetic feedback. The model was validated through several experiments with two
different master arms and under various circumstances of operation. It includes complete
human dynamic behavior: both the generation of control actions and limb dynamics.

Brady and Tarn (Lincoln Lab., MIT, Lexington, MA, USA) describe a new method for
telerobot control over long (i.e., time delayed) distances [39]. The identify that most
remote controlled systems fall into one of three approaches: 1) predictive displays /
controls, 2) bilateral control, and 3) teleprogramming. They used fast (but un-guaranteed
delivery) UDP protocol to remote control at an update rate of about 2 Hz. The operator
supplies the trajectory and is only expected to intervene in cases of unexpected
circumstances. In the dynamic microworld, unexpected circumstances are typical so such
a methodology in unsuitable.

Further, BBM’s use of MPEG-4 Systems allows a

guaranteed delivery mechanism.
Abstract:
A new method for controlling telerobots over vast distances, where communication
propagation delays exist, is presented. A canonical state space formulation is presented,
taking into account the time-varying non-deterministic nature of the control and
observation delays. A model of the delay characteristics for the communication medium is
also derived. Using the state space framework a general purpose supervisory architecture is
developed, allowing the projection of human "intelligence" to the remote environment via
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the telerobot. Dynamics of the robotic system, as well as the delay characteristics of the
communication medium, become part of the design process. The design criteria of
transparency, generality, and safety have been met and successfully tested in an
experimental setup between Albuquerque, New Mexico and Washington University’s
Center for Robotics and Automation.

Fernandez and Gonzalez (Dept. de Ingenieria de Sistemas y Autom., Malaga Univ.,
Spain) propose to decouple teleoperation software from the underlying hardware through
their NEXUS framework [40]. The suggest that such a framework is necessary because of
the large number of programmers involved in telerobotic projects and the need for rapidly
developing systems with similar tasks/goals but different underlying hardware. NEXUS
stresses a modular architecture instead of previous systems which were hierarchical or
centralized. BBM use of MPEG-4 System also allows modularity of components.
Abstract:
We present NEXUS, a framework for integrating the software elements (routines, modules,
etc.) of a robotic system in a modular, robust and efficient way. It is based on the use of
some modular and object-oriented programming techniques. It achieves a desirable
decoupling between the programs designed for a given task and the software facilities
required in most of the robotic systems, making the software less sensitive to changes than
monolithic applications. Another important features of NEXUS are its distributed nature,
its hierarchical error recovery system, and the real-time capabilities. NEXUS has been
developed for mobile robots but its design has been done generic enough for implementing
other robotic systems, such as manipulators, teleoperation systems, etc. We describe the
components and features of NEXUS and a real software application implemented for our
mobile robot RAM-2.

Alex, Vikramaditya, and Nelson (University of Illinois at Chicago) describe their
system of doing remote micromanipulation using VRML. [41] Their work has several
similarities to the present work. 1) They make a point of explicitly integrating visual
servoing with teleoperation.

This is similar to the Status Driven shared mode

demonstrated in 1996 where the operator can direct the motion but the system applies
constraints to the movement. 2) They are using a standard and easily available interface
(VRML) as the communication mechanism. VRML has been integrated into the MPEG-4
frame work for describing synthetic 3D scenes. However, MPEG-4 goes beyond plain
VRML by allowing hybrid synthetic (i.e., VRML) and Natural (e.g. video) coding
(SNHC) to be combined into a single stream. In their current interface, the VRML and
video image are separate. It would be nice to see them merged or overlaid. 3) They are
applying their techniques to microworld manipulation tasks similar to the tasks used in the
present work.
Some differences include:

1) They do not provide a mechanism, to reuse the

manipulation data their are performing, the system only works "live". 2) Unfortunately
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the do spend effort to define the transformation into camera space in order to calibrate
their servoing system. Status driven works on the image data directly.
Abstract:
A teleoperated microassembly workcell that integrates a VRML-based virtual microworld
with visual servoing micromanipulation strategies for assembly of hybrid MEMS
prototypes is described. Java is used to program the VRML-based supervisory interface
and to communicate with the microassembly work cell. This provides platform
independence and allows remote teleoperation of the microassembly work cell over the
Internet. A key aspect of our approach entails the integration of teleoperation and visual
servoing strategies. This allows a supervisor to guide the task remotely, while visual
servoing strategies compensate for the imprecisely calibrated microworld. Results are
presented that demonstrate system performance when a supervisor manipulated a
microobject remotely. Through Internet delays impact the dynamic performance of the
system, teleoperated relative parts placement with submicron precision is successfully
demonstrated.

Hirukawa et al. (Electrotechnical. Lab., Ibaraki, Japan) describe another VRML based
teleoperation system in which they share our vision to use standards based interfaces that
will allow for a much wider audience of users[42]. As VRML is a modeling language, it
transmits models of the work environment.

This differs from our MPEG-4 based

approach where we transport the actual video and control information to the user and do
not require the remote environment to be modeled in any way.
Abstract:
We have been developing prototypes of teleoperation systems via a standard protocol with
a standard human interface, where VRML2.0 is employed as the protocol and a Web
browser as the human interface. Using a Web browser, an operator can plan motions of
objects interactively on a manipulation simulator with a world model which was sent from
a remote site via VRML. The employment of a standard protocol and human interface
enables our teleoperation system to be used by non-specialists from any Internet site, or by
anyone from anywhere, without installing any specific software on the client side a priori.

Takeo and Kosuge (Dept. of Machine Intelligence & Syst. Eng., Tohoku Univ., Sendai,
Japan) are also looking a bilateral microworld manipulation but they are hoping to not use
force feedback sensors because they often do not give good scaled feedback [43]. As
opposed to eliminating all feedback, it seems more prudent to select more noise free
sensor feedback such as video.
Abstract:
Proposes an alternative control algorithm for a scaled teleoperation system. In a micro
environment, since the force acting on the environment as well as its dimension is small,
the appropriate size or precision of the force sensor for controlling the manipulator is not
always available. So, it is important to implement a bilateral scaled teleoperation system
without using force sensors in a micro environment. The proposed algorithm utilizes the
mass property of the slave manipulator and it could be implemented without using slaveside force sensors. The stability of the system is also guaranteed based on passivity
properties of the system, for any scaling ratio between master and slave. The proposed
algorithm is applied to an experimental micro-macro teleoperation system and
experimental results illustrate the validity of the system.
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Annex F: Functional Specification
For the tasks described in 2.3 and the associated functional requirements described in 2.4, the
following functions have been found to be sufficient and complete. For other types of applications,
other functions may also need to be defined.

F.1

Status Driven Functions

Automatic
•
•
•
•

Point function: Operates on two points, moving one point so that it coincides with
another point. (see 4.2.2.1)
Center function: Operates on two pairs of sensing points so that the pairs are
paralleled and centered. (see 4.2.2.1)
Arrow function: Operates on two line segments so that the two segments also are
made to be coincident, but one set of endpoints (the “heads” of the “arrows”) is
required to be coincident. (see 4.2.2.1)
Double Arrow function: Operates on four line segments (two stets) so that the four
segments also are made to be coincident, but the head endpoints (the “heads” of the
“arrows”) are required to be coincident. (see 4.2.3)

Shared
•
•
•

Parallel” function: rotates the slave sensing points so that the respective segments
joined by the sensing points in the target and the environment are made to be parallel.
(see 4.2.2.2)
Keep-1” function: keeps the target a specified distance from an uneven surface as it
travels along the surface. (see 4.2.2.2)
Keep-2 function is an extension of the “keep-1” function where two target sensing
points maintain a fixed distance from the environment surface. (see 4.2.2.2)

Manual
Mouse Control
•Sensing point setting (Tool Movement)
•Stage Movement

F.2

Behavior Sampling Functions

F.3

Status on Demand Functions

Immediate
•

See the Status Driven Section.

Short Term
•
•
•

Undo returns the manipulator to the previous visual position (state). (see
8.5.1.1)
Redo returns the manipulator to the previous visual position (state) and then
tries to redo the manipulation with a straighter path. (see 8.5.1.2)
Compound designate a compound set of manipulations as a single unit. (see
8.5.1.3)
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•
•
•

Enhanced Redo designate a compound set of manipulations as a single unit.
(see 8.5.1.3)
Polygon Closure designate a compound set of manipulations as a single unit.
(see 8.5.1.4) 8.5.1.58.5.2.1
Rectangular Scrape The system automatically raster scan scraps between
two sensing points (upper left and lower right). (see 8.5.1.4) 8.5.1.58.5.2.1

Long Term
•

Multilevel Play / IM1
•
•
•
•
•

•

Play (See 8.5.2.1)
Fast Forward (See 8.5.2.1)
Pause (See 8.5.2.1)
Stop (See 8.5.2.1)
Jump allows the user to step through the stream and automatically
pause at the next state change or a point in the syntactic control
structure. (See 8.5.2.1)
Summarization / Indexing: control data syntax is evaluated in a topdown process and then visual data associated with the syntax is
displayed.(See 6.3.1, 8.6.3)

•

Search:

to find individual components or objects in visual control

syntax.(See 6.3.2)
•

Semantic annotation: allowing the operator label objects and nodes in
visual control structure.(See 6.3.3)
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